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domes. Features fiber optic
illumination for optimum
presentation of the universe.
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Justified Conclusions?
I read with great interest the article by
Urke "Research on the Effects of Teaching
Astronomy with a Planetarium" in the
December 1993 issue of The Planetarian. If
the results of the study are valid, then we
should be banging the drum and spreading
the message far and wide that the planetarium is an important part of astronomy education.
However, I am concerned about these conclusions. Nearly all research that has been
conducted in educational technology shows
that when subjects are treated with a technological experience and compared to those
who are not treated, the treated group scores
higher on post tests. In the Norwegian group
did the "No planetarium" group receive any
type of "night sky" phenomena in the classroom? If so, were the methods similar in both
groups?
In the 1960s and 1970s, researchers tested
many technology versus technology studies
(Le. film versus television). Nearly all of them
showed no significant difference. Planetarium studies continue to reveal no significant
difference when comparing methods used in
the classroom and those in the planetarium.
The current cycle of educational technology
research compares methods and cognitive
theory. In some cases the studies are trying to
identify the types of technological devices
that facilitate certain teaching/learning
methods and cognition in the subjects. The
planetarium profession needs to identify
methods that are facilitated more by the
planetarium than in a regular classroom or
by other media. Then we will be in a solid
position to spread the news about the importance of the planetarium experience.
Jeffrey L Hunt
Aurora, lllinois

Response to Hunt
Jeffrey 1. Hunt asks if the treatment of
the two groups was similar (December, 1993).
Hunt and I are exchanging research results
and Hunt will receive a research report with
details from the complete Norwegian study.
Here are some comments for readers of The
Planetarian.
Both groups had eight astronomy lessons. An average four to five classroom
lessons together with outdoor activities
equal one to two open sky sessions. The "No
Planetarium" group had their last lesson with
repeating the main points from the prior
treatment. The "Planetarium" group had one
planetarium lesson and no repeating treatment.
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Both
groups
were tested with the
IN EX
F
ER
same classroom posttest. In the research
Castle lane
report it is discussed
whether the "No
Davis Planetarium .................................................
Planetarium" group,
East Coast Control
with some more
classroom activities,
Evans &: Sutherland ...............................
could be favored
Optical
......................................
with a test under
classroom activities.
Joe Hopkins
......................................
And further, if the
laser Images, Inc ...................................................
"Planetarium" group
Miami Space
could reach higher
validity tested with
Minolta .....................................................................
an outdoor open sky
NEOS
test or inside the
planetarium to be
tested under the
Seiler
same optimal conditions as the treatSouthworth ... -,........ . .
ment were given?
Spitz, Inc.................................................................
There are a lot of
questions to be
Strasenburgh
..................................
asked
I agree with
Hunt that we should be careful with bombastic conclusions. The verification of the
validity of such studies is always a difficult
research problem. Clark and Salomon in the
Handbook of Research on Teaching (1986: p.
464-478) made a similar condusion:
Jon U. Bell
Recent studies have exchanged the
Ot~eIldnll. the Dome
behaviorally based comparison between
H. Bowen
media with more cognitively oriented
OUIJLUl.1I..II. Advice
questions. We moved from asking which
Stu Cblapm.am
medium was a better teacher to a conFocus on Educa.ti.on
cern with which "attributes" of media
Alan Davenport
might combine with learners' traits
under different task conditions and performance demands to produce different
Jane G. Hastings
kinds ofleaming.
Jane's Corner
In spite of the difficult questions of validity, I am convinced that Hunt and I have the
experience that gives us confidence to tell
people that the planetarium is an eminent
tool for teaching astronomy in general, and
for visualizing in particular.
The Norwegian study seems to agree
with us, and it has an answer to Viglietta
(1986) who asks for help in teaching students
to observe, describe, and explain. It also gives
a response to Clark and Salomon. The planetarium "attributes" seem to be that it can produce different kinds of learning; it can help
the students trust their own experience and
use their own eyes.
Torbj0rn Urke
Volda lrerarh0gskule, Norway
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Jim Manning
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The common Asian ancestry
groups is evident from both nhuc:inlr,O"'U
the incompleite et:hn'Dgnlphic
common are: that
closely
great powers In~11I"'I".,rnI12rl"&T
bear, the

I received a summer independent study
sponsored by The Council for
Basic Education to study North American
(north of Mexico) Indian astronomy. (See
SCI-MAT, 1993). I used the six weeks time
provided by the fellowship, plus most of the
rest of the summer and some time this fall, to
read hundreds of papers and books related to
North American Indian astronomy. I was a
participant in the post-conference archaeoastronomy trip to the Four Comers area with
Von Del Chamberlain, following the I.P.S.
meeting, and after that I toured the Northern Great Plains to visit Indian museums,
trading posts, and even a Salish longhouse. I
visited Cahokia near St. Louis and a number
of mounds in OhiO, aU now acknowledged
to have archaeoastronomicaI alignments.
(One was a stone serpent mound near Dayton that Dr.John White discussed in an afterluncheon talk at last year's G.LP.A. meeting.
Also, see a paper by White, 1987.) I went to
the Native American Turtle Museum in
Niagara Fans to discuss Iroquois cosmology
with its director, and I attended a pow-wow
in Ohio that commemorated a reunion of
four groups of Delaware Indians foHowing a
scattered period of over 200 years. I feel very
enriched by this immersion in Indian ideas. I
am currently preparing planetarium programs that incorporate many of the ideas I
have learned and slides that I have taken. I
hope that this summary, some of my conclun:: •.'u,'v,uuu

Jeanne Bishop is Director of the Westlake Schools Planetarium. She is a past
President and past Executive Secretary
of the LP .s., currently serving as Chair of
the I.P.S. Committee on Consumer
Affairs! Astrology. She has published
many articles in The Planetarian and in
other journals on planetarium and
astronomy education, and she has coauthored a high school science textbook.
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sions, and my references will also help you
to plan programs about North American
Indian astronomy.
Incidentally, in spite of some difference of
opinion, a Shawnee Indian told me that he
regards anyone born in America as a "native
American," so I use the name of "American
Indian" for people with ancestry that predates European contact.

aries between nhvsical
that words and songs are like
and have great
and that
time somehow merges with past
bring it into the present. Shamanism,
tice found in Asia, was wide:sm'eald.
groups
of themselves
people" and tn()u~~ht

I hope that this summary, some of my conclusions.
ences will also help you to plan programs about North
Indian astronomy.
American Indians trace their ancestry to
Asia Rather than only coming over a temporary land bridge for a relatively brief window of time, as I once was taught, data support the ideas that there were rel1e;;lted
influxes of Asian peoples extending over
tens of thousands of years and that these
groups migrated by ship from different
points in Asia as well as coming over a land
bridge by foot.
Probably we will never completely know
the ways in which the early Americans
incorporated the sky into their thoughts and
lives. Without knowing the Indian languages, it is difficult to comprehend all
aspects of the cosmologies communicated
with them. Historian Peter Farb (1968, p. 239)
points out that language directs the perceptions of its speakers to certain things,
them ways to analyze and categorize
ence. When languages and the cultures they
represent are as far apart as the North
American Indian and the European ones, it
perhaps becomes understandable why the
two groups could not be well understood by
one another at times of contact and, subsequently, could not coexist together. The
greater technology and greed (along with
diseases) of the Europeans spelled doom for
Indian ways. And sometimes, when researchers of the 1800s and early 1900s sought
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tions; the sacred nature of the nlllIDlber
from the rlU'''''''''l"wnn,,'

.... 0

••• " " ·. . . . ' "

centers,
and even
should imitate the arrangement of
mos; the
of the sun and Mc~milng
Star as
ture,
and ceremonies. Another idea
that comes from Asia, as noted on, for
Asiatic drum
516, and illustration on next
there are levels of the cosmos. Some North
American Indian groups have elaborated
this idea to believe in many levels,
the
and Hopi, with levels of underworld existence, and the Cherokee, who
sider that there are many levels to a heaven
that moves up and down.
the ways
The Zuni cosmos
which an Indian
directions,
space, and time. The Zuni's four sacred din~c
tions are solstice sunrise and sunset
Hons rather than the cardinal directions.
Here are the cosmos levels with two
sacred
up and
the Center. Sacred Water Skate was sut,:)posed
to have Oc(:up'ied the Center and

his legs to
the directions
which the sun would rise and set at the
be~~innirlg of summer and winter
1990, p. 98 and p. 118). Time flow is .... " ~_....'-,.....
rather than linear, and the past and present
are divided by
boundaries. Jane
Young, an archeologist witna strong interest
in astronomy, says that this view of time in
which the present is always informed by the
past is similar to some concepts of relativistic
(1990, p. 117).

c

Young (1990, pp. 114-15) also reveals an
interesting difference in Zuni and Western
thought in her discussion of the Zuni sacred
clowns. At the time of the Apollo lllanding,
the clowns mimicked the actions of the
astronauts, making fun of them. The purpose, explained
other Zuni people to

dots, we would see constant action. Like
ants
toward food and away from
hazards, the groups would start, stop, and
swirl in different directions. Climate and
competition with other groups for food
probably have been major influences in
change of location. For instance, the Great
Plains region was almost devoid of population during a period of about one hundred
years 1200-1300, because of severe dr()ui!~ht.
Repopulation of this area took
mainly
during earl y years of
European contact. In a
reverse
the
Iroquois bands and the
Cherokee went east and
northeast from the
Southern Plains area.
In termarriage,
from wars,
Hfestyle with different climates, as wen as natural
evolution over time independent of outside contacts, determined cultural
evolution for each Indian
group. The reintroduction
(since prehistoric times) of
horses by EUJropeaIlS
ed to repopulate the Great
PlainS, with groups
from
based cosmologies/mythologies to those in which
the buffalo and the hunt
were foremost. Astronomical beliefs and practices of the different
groups were a
of the
cultural evoso a wide variety of sacred ca.~molc~i
cal beliefs and ",..:t· .. nnn,lI"n'u_rp!
developed and evolved.
For my
......."' ......
I selected
three major
areas related to the
Indians north of Mexico. The first group
n.<'<l

Which groups of early North American Indians used astronomical
alignments of rocks, poles, and buildings'? How did methods
among groups'? Also. what levels of astronomical literacy can
inferred from the methods'?
Young, was to object to the behavior of the
astronauts who had invaded sacred space.
After reading this and another account
Young, I spoke to an old Indian at the Ohio
pow-wow I attended He also told me that he
believes many of his ancestors visited the
moon in
before the
astronauts got there.
If we could watch a time-lapse picture of
North America taken over the last 30,000
years, with nations of Indians sVlnbo1t~ed
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included: Which groups of
North
American Indians used astronomical
ments of
poles, and oUlll.Glng:sf
did methods differ among
what levels of astronomical literacy can be
inferred from the methods?
Entire books and conferences have been
devoted to this set of questions. But I offer a
few general comments, an overview with
some major examples, and conclusions.
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astronomi.cal purpose until this
can be found and/or statistical
done with the
to show pr()b<llbiJlithe aHgniments

in the sense we

later for nrilctl!Ca.l

ancient Mexico.
lulion of
of astronomical nn<~,pIl"Ul'l_
tion with the paramount purpose of
the
of rulers.
1990,S14.)
The best
source for both arc:haleooiStronomical and ethnoastronomical inforrnation I have located is
Williamson (1984). You can find many
f'...... II"""ui,..",. items discussed and mustrated
this book.
and Zuni still observe sun
tions over mountains to mark soJlsti<ces
to
their calendars for a£JriCl111tlure
and ceremonies. Because
and
tices continue to the present, their
mits an
of not
use celestial
but
in understandgroups now gone. The Ancient
Anasazi
about 1100
also lived in the Southwest
.... "" ... ro.c,'" on a solar
much
and Zuni. Present Pueblo and
Anasazi kivas (ceremonial chambers)
features. AU show
II

Casa Rinconada at Chaco
intentional summer solaJij~m]llenlt. At
the Anasazi
two windows and a door in tall
tower which seem to
mark the
OO\linOXles and solstices. Also at HnVp'l'nAT~>pn
under an overtaangirlg
cuts across sun
after sunrise on the summer solstice,
Chaco
Butte,
eQ1urnlox calendar
......,..."d hlp

across
may be accidental. (See Sofaer,
1979; Zeilik, 1985; Sofak
1986;
1988; and Sofaer
clair, 1990, for the debate.) Other Southwest............... u .... ,

Vol.

ern and California Pic:to~~ralJnS and
glyphs may have intentional solar marking
purposes, In California, anthropologists recorded celebration of the winter solstice by
the Chumash and Kumeyaay Indians. (For an
account of the Kumeyaay, see Hedges, 1981.)
Alignments also are found in other parts
of the country. Crude-looking stone medicine wheels in the Northern Great Plains
appear to mark summer solstice sunrise.
Helical risings of the stars SiriUS, Aldebaran,
and Rigel near the summer solstice at the Big
Horn and Moose Mountain Medicine
Wheels seem to be indicated by intentional
alignments. (precession has adjusted the helical rising times of these stars. See Eddy, 1974,
and Williamson, 1984, pp.199-217.) At Crystal
River, Florida, shell mounds and a flattopped limestone rock define the solstices
and equinoxes. In New England, New York,

Rock in southwestern
Colorado. However, those
the Chimney Rock
would not need to
know about the
lunar
since
anticipatory observations of moonrise in the
fall
the
could
announce the
event
and Ambruster, 1991).
Thaddeus Cowan (1975) suggested that
effigy mounds in Ohio and Wisconsin, built
by the Hopewell culture and
Cahokia, may represent constellations. For
example, paw-print
could
stand for groups of stars like the Pleiades. The
Marching Bear Group at Effigy Mounds
National Monument in McGregor, Iowa,
could represent the parade of stars of Ursa
Major about Polaris. Although his conclusion is highly speculative, I think it notewor-

My second major question area was: How is American Indian
understanding of astronomy revealed in
ceremony and
Again, I will summarize and give examples.
and Pennsylvania there are a number of
standing stones and stone chambers which
are of unknown origin. At least one of these
sites, Calendar I in Vermont, has several possible intentional solar alignments.
At Cahokia, near St. Louis, Indians around
the year 1000 AD developed the largest prehistoric city north of Mexico. The city contained earthen mounds (Monks Mound is
the largest in the United States) and was
aligned with the cardinal points. Probably its
inhabitants made ritual observation of the
equinoxes and winter solstice.
At Sunwatch, Ohio (also caned "Incinerator Site"), a group contemporary with the
Cahokians erected a large post which cast a
shadow against a short one beside the hearth
of a ceremonial house on about August 20,
the believed date of the Green Com harvest
and ceremony. (See Heilman and Hoefer,
1981, as weB as Williamson, 1984, pp. 250258.) Other locations in the Mississippi
Valley and the Ohio River VaHey, as wen as
throughout much of the Southeast, contain
mounds that both predate and ""V.'~"'UL'"
Cahokia. Earlier mounds (about 100 BC to
500 AD) and later ones (1000-1400 AD) seem
to have alignments with the solstices and
pOSSibly, with stars. (See Sherrod and
Rolinson, 1987.)
A mound at Newark, OhiO, constructed
around 300 AD, may be the best-documented site in the United States for intentional
observation of the 18.6-year cycle of maximum and minimum moonrise azimuths
(Hively and Hom, 1982, 1984). A possible site
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thy. I see a parallel to his suggestion in the
finding by planetarian Phyllis
(LP.s.,
1992, E-29) that animal figures on the
of Nazca, Peru, represent
and
azimuths of constellations.
To me the most intriguing possible archeoastronomical site is the famous
Mound near Chillicothe, Ohio. William
Romain (1988, (3), and 1988 (4» has made a
very
case for the idea that this
earthen serpent with an oval in its mouth
represents a solar
that occurred
between 1000 .BC and 500 AD. Search
sible
was done with a computer program recommended
Mosley. A
was found to
have taken place on June 25, 223 BC, one
before that year's summer solstice. Mid-totality took
at 10:37 (EST) when the sun
was at an altitude of 62
Romain
relates the
swallowing the sun to the
mythology of the IroqUOiS and the Cherokee, who may have had ancestors in
area The ethnographic data thus stn:!n~~th«~ns
his conclusion that the mound represents
solar eclipse.
From the archeoastronomical sites alone,
one can conclude that different groups who
constructed or used them knew how to
either use the shadow of a gnomon in the
sun or find the center of star movement to
orient to the cardinal directions. They knew
that the sun's
the year.
In rare instances
were aware of or
applied the 18.6-year lunar cycle. KnDwlledJ~e
that different stars rise before the sun at dif-
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or star that varied in ide:ntilfication with Indian group and
same group for different times.
different
to suggest

each

crescent is the most rec:oglniz:ab,le

Newark, where alignments for the 18.6-year
lunar cycle were discovered, a copper crescent was unearthed that most researchers
take to be the moon. However, one archaeoastronomer, Dr. N'omi Greber of the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, told me
that she interprets it as a more-probable sunin-eclipse symbol. The most interesting crescent moon symbol is part of the famous
"supernova" pictograph in Chaco Canyon,
thought to have been painted by the
Anasazi. Some feel that it is a record of the
July 4,1054, event which has since become
the Crab Nebula Others think that it much
more likely to be a ritual depiction of the
moon and Venus or another planet rising
together before the sun. For now I conclude
that it does not really show the Crab supernova, but the question remains open. (See
the papers which present different perspectives in this debate: Brandt, et aI, 1975; Brandt
and Williamson, 1977; Mayer, 1977; Ellis, 1975;
Koenig, 1979; Brandt and Williamson, 1979;
and Young, 1986.)

Indian Rituals
Many Indian rituals contain direct or symbolic relationship to the sky. A number of
rituals involving women are tied to the
moon. Most Indian dances imitate sky movement, with different groups going like the
sun (clockwise as seen from above) or like
the stars about Polaris (counterclockwise as
seen from beloW). In sun dances, Plains
Indians dance about poles reaching up to the
cosmos to gain power. The Great Spirit for all
Plains groups resides in the cosmos and is
believed to communicate with their dancers
via the pole. The dancers are able to receive
visions. The Shoshone pole is forked, representing the two branches of the Milky Way.
Objects used in ceremonies and daily life
often had cosmological meaning. A wheel
placed on the Arapaho sun dance altar stood
for the sun surrounded by water and directions-a sacred representation of all of
nature. Seeds and stones used in dice and
bowl games of many tribes often were
marked to represent the stars, the sun, and
the moon. In a hoop and pole game played
by Plains Indians, the hoop symbolized the
sun's path. (See Monroe and Williamson,
1987, pp. 73-74.) Another game, played in the
Southeast and at Cahokia, called chunky by
the Creeks, may also have had a sun symbolism. The Chumash "planted" sunsticks in the
ground at the winter solstice. These sticks
consisted of shafts representing the earth's
axis, with a painted stone at the end depicting the sun. The Omaha pointed a sacred
pole toward Polaris, which was thought to
have powers of keeping the tribe together.
Kachinas and sand paintings of the South-
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west are stm in use in sacred Indian ceremonies. Pueblo kachinas, sacred beings that
appear at certain times of the year, and
kachina dons, prepared to instruct children
and also in altered form to sen to tourists, frequently wear sky symbols. Navajo dry sand
paintings, used in ceremonies by chanters to
cure people who are ill, to ward off
or to
promote a harmonious Hfe, and which also
are sold in slightly incorrect form to tourists
as glued pictures, contain many ................. ,......,J.. ,
sun, and star symbols. In sacred curing ceremonies, a moon sand representation is used
for a female, and a sun is used for a male.
There is a special painting for curtng a male
patient after an eclipse of the sun. A representation called "Father Sky," when prepared for
a ceremony, contains the sun, the moon, and
five or more constellations, as wen as the
Milky Way. Different chanters paint slightly
different versions of Father Sky and other
ceremonial pictures. (This difference is not
seen as a problem because the chanter simply says the ceremony with the paintings is
exactly as he learned it.)
The Oglala Sioux offer the peace
to
the different directions, and the
itself is
a rite thought to have been brought to the
people by White Buffalo Calf Woman.
Barbara Adams, an Oglala with traditional
upbringing and an interest in astronomy, has
found evidence in earHer Indian testiIIaony
that Halley's Comet provided a symbol for
the tribe belief that White Buffalo Calf
Woman came to them on different occasions. Some of the seven sacred rites for the
seven sacred bands of the Oglala SiOUX,
descended from the seven stars of the
Dipper, are believed to have been introduced
by White Buffalo Calf Woman at the times
when Halley's Comet appeared. The seventh
sacred Oglala Sioux ritual is a ball game, in
which a ball representing the universe is
thrown in different directions by a young
girl. (See Adams, 1990.) The Plains warbonnet,
a headdress with crown and a cascade of
many feathers, now used in pow-wows

sent the paSSing

these events made in recorders'
Twelve or thirteen months of the
named, and there were attempts
lunar calendar to the solar year. Hl(:.kerll1lg
among tribe leaders occurred
tried to decide how to make a
years.
Indian homes and ceremonial d,..,""...t·" ...,,,,,,
illustrate
ideas. There is wi4despr€:~ad
ment with directions, with doors
to the east and smoke-holes
to the
In DeI'OW-2"f'OtlllQ-leVel

match with
and Chamberlain, 1982).
The .Hlaoneet,

How does total emphasis
gies of North American
aspects of astronomy
examples of myths that involve
Indians throughout the United States, may
be a representation of Halley's Comet
The Skidee Pawnee had a Morning Star
Ceremony that required the sacrifice of a
young girl. When a young man had an
appropriate dream and discussion with the
shaman, a group of men would capture a girl
from another tribe. The girl was treated wen
for some months until she was tied to a scaf-
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stars, often separate sets for the Plpi~ti,po;:
the
Sometimes a
adopt the sun, moon, or stars as
crest instead of an
then
would appear on
Shaking tents of
Indians
upper Great Lakes, also called
lodges," were sets of six
cones or

lections. References sometimes are made to
constellations which are not identified. I
sense that those who gathered many of the
myths in the late 1800s, on which the early
1900s collections were based, were untrained
in astronomy or were not much interested
in it Other possibilities are that
the informants did not have
access to the complete sky stories, which were in the control
of the priests or shamans or
already were becoming limited
at the times of collection.
Finally, the informants consciously may have chosen not
to pass along the complete sky
stories, as they would most people and animal stories, wanting
to protect their more sacred
ideas from the invasive mythgatherers. Ella nark, who gathered myths from Northwest
Indians, said that Indians told
her they were shocked by the
caliber of stories published from
their own and other tribes, findII
NdllOokq$
ing them unrepresentative colPolaris
bikq'ii
lections (Oark, 1966, pp. xv-xvi).
The sky is often interconnected with sacred beliefs. I feel
certain that many constellations and myths about them
were once known and are now
lost. Listening to modern-day
Indian story-teners, I conclude
that a very strong reverence for
sky things is present, often permeating entire sets of stories,
even though presentation of
Top: Navajo hooghan. Bottom: the two Nahookas
particular sky ideas may be lim(from a sandpaintlng) revolving around Polaris,
ited or lacking.
which represents the central fire in the hooghan.
The myths I examined
Navajo sandpaintings do not reflect the relative
explained creation or involved
brightness of stars within constellations. FArth
the sun, the moon, the stars
and Sky: VISions of tire Cosmos in Native Amerlam
generally, the Milky Way, seaFolklore, edited by Ray A. Williamson and Oatre
sons, lunar phases, meteors, the
R. Farrer, C1992, University of New Mexico Press.
aurora borealiS, particular stars
and constellations, and MornMythology
ing Star and Evening Star (which were
The third area of my questions involved
ets for some tribes and stars for
e.g.,
mythology. I asked: How does total emphasis
Polaris was Morning Star to the Blackfoot). I
of astronomy differ among the mythologies
could not find a clear differentiation in
of North American Indians? How strongly
astronomical emphasis among most Indian
are different aspects of astronomy emphagroups from the astronomy that appeared in
sized by different groups? What are examavailable myths. All North American Indian
ples of myths that involve different aspects
groups refer to sky objects, and the stars of
of astronomy?
Ursa Major and the Pleiades are usually menGoing through published collections of
tioned within a tribe's collected myths. Also,
myths, a number from the late 1800s and
most groups' myths illustrate that the sun is
early 1900s, I find that sky-related myths
an important deity or character. Some of the
constitute five percent or less of all the
myths are of a sacred nature, while others
myths presented. And most do not have the
apparently are meant for non-sacred educaastronomical detail I find in the Indian anition (lessons of proper and improper conmal and people stories given in the same colsky. Shamans crouched within them at
night, trying to communicate with those in
the star world via the star world's only opening, the Pleiades. When the tent shook,
onlookers judged that communication was
taking place. (See Conway, 1992.)
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duct and calendrical R;uildanc4e)
tainment. Individual Indians to
spoke and some who have written
Indians consider that sacred
much slower than other
license is taken by shamans ut1:eril11R;
words than by tellers of non-sacred
However, it is dear from sacred
that a few groups have
sacred
extremely involved
ideas.
Pawnee of the Southern PlainS, the Ch:UDlash
of Southern
and the Al~~oDlkian
the Northern Great Lakes area are
groups with documented past great
sis on the
And oral traditions for
the sacred
of the
the
and the Navajo of the Southwest
Lakota (Western) Sioux of the "1"'.... 'I"I'U'lI"n
PlainS, with strong CO~im()lo2icaJ elmt:'naSlS,
continue into the present. There exist
of some
Lakota Sioux, and
constellations which are rn,rnnl""t-,,,,h,
ent from our classical ones. I
specific
ideas of these groups
in one or more future papers.
I want to thank the Council for Basic
Education for the opportunity to have
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vate conversations as well as his instruction
for all who
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Comers Region.
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Introduction
Planetariums need to adopt specific technical standards (Tate, 1988 and Petersen et al,
1991). If star theaters worldwide would strive
to unify their audio and projection equipment, programs could be more readily
exchanged. Movie, music, and computer
industries have already agreed upon similar
methods of standardization. In this investigation I review and classify the various projection apparatus used by the modem planetarian. In doing so, standardization should be
simplified since we'll know what's out there
to work with.
Let's first consider the problem. Although
many planetariums produce their own
shows, most facilities purchase commercial
packages. Difficulties arise upon the installation of these programs, as there seems to be
as many audio and projection configurations
as there are stars in the night sky. Fitting a
purchased show into your theater often
requires significant alterations-changes
which usually degrade the originality and
overall performance of the final show. Such
haphazard incorporation of technical apparatus by planetarians stems partly from the
rapid development of technology over the
past thirty years. But most of the current
chaos under the dome is, in my opinion,
attributable to the lack of detailed organization of available electro-mechanical devices.
What I've done is to inventory the vast
arsenal of effects projectors used in most
modern planetariums, and then classify
them into discrete categories. Such organization, I believe, will assist in the implementation of technical standards. After jotting
down all of the projection devices I'm aware
of, it appears that effects for the planetarium
fall into at least one of five broad categories
(Figure 1): star projector, full-dome projector,
carousal slide projector, motion projector,
and video projector. This classification
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scheme is further broken down into 15 subcategories as described below and in Figure 2.
Of course, as with all "pigeon-holing"
attempts, there are encountered many
falls. For instance, some effects simply cannot be placed into one of the five divisions
while others are border-line cases. In any
event, I've made a preliminary
to
"cage" what has become the
effects
beast.

In addition to the star ......"'i"'"..+"~
think of at least three effects devices
make use of much of a chamber's Pf()je(:ticm
surface. These include the horizon ......,,.."" ....,,'-

If star theaters worldwide would strive to
jection equipment, programs could be more
music, and computer industries have already .... ""r_".·"
methods of standardization. In this investigation I
fy the various projection apparatus
by

Star Projectors
By definition, the ,..""".. +"" ........ ,~~~
planetarium is the star pr~Jiect(Jlr-tV1)ic<anv
that unwieldy looking contraption If'o....+_.Hn
positioned beneath the dome. Since its
inception in the summer of 1923, this "wonder from lena" has evolved into at least three
basic forms: the single starball, dumbbell
shape, and Digistar. The first projector, the
German Zeiss Model One, had a solitary starball, but this design was soon abandoned for
the classic dumbbell configuration. ironically, the single starball machine returned, and
a variation of it has emerged in many new
large installations. Although the dumbbell
projector is still commonplace, a newer computer generated stameld projector has given
the traditional star machines considerable
competition.
A single starball projector (Reed, 1988) with
three axis servo-driven torque motors has
become increasingly popular. Recent examples include the latest Spitz (Voyager),
Minolta (Infinium), and Zeiss (Zeiss VIII)
models. In these systems, the Sun, Moon, and
planets are created by computer driven pro-
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rna, six slide

and he'mi:)ptlerllc
Full-dome effects ""..,r,,,,"'~
of the most
of plal11e1:ariwn
ences since
use
if not
dome. The first two of these effects
carousal slide
as a
and it's possible to transport the audience to alien landthe scene with Sp(~ct,actllar
matq~raJ)hv

also a nn'••u,,,,,r.f.. l mc::~di1lm,
static dome to life.
Over the past
zon panorama
from two to twelve carousel slide DrC~iecltors
1979), have become in<:re,asilnp;1lv
PDlm],ar. Since individual
are carousal slide
up to 80 separate panoramas can be contained within the unit. The
convention for a wrap around 12 Drc)iec:tor
horizon is to align each
left
ter; that is, to the left side of the star
tor. Distortion caused
this orientation is
taken into consideration when photographartwork for
of
which allow
set up
smooth panorama cross-fade.
I feel
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CAROUSAL SLIDE
PROJECTORS
Panorama
All-Sky
Cinema 360

Zenith
Slide Array
Dissolve

STAR
PROJECTORS

Single Starball
Dumbbell
Digistar

written about
slide pre&jeCtor
MOTION
PROJECTORS
X-V Slew
ZOOI1'

Rotator

lined

su~~gesti()ns

The IIdumbbellll approach to effects organization This classification scheme is further broken down into 15
subcategories. Computer automation balances these effects and makes it
to coordinate SOI).hiJstiC:at«:~
programs.
that unless the excess noise generated by the
tandem use of so many projectors is dealt
with, their effectiveness is questionable.
The combination of a realistic skyline
coupled with a stunning starfield was, for a
time, the most visually appealing aspect of
the planetarium. But when Baltimore's Davis
planetarium formally introduced the six
projector all-sky effect (Villard and Zirpoli,
1983), the star projector itself had a serious
competitor. The visitor is now transported to
exotic places such as the Orion Nebula or the
Pleiades, for instance. When other effects or
slides are superimposed against this all-sky
background, a wonderful three-dimensional
effect is produced. The standard set up indudes six carousel slide projectors with associated 1.4" fJ.lenses. Using this configuration,
the dome is divided into six pie-shaped
wedges (soft edge masks are used to cover
slide ovedaps)-each 60 degrees wide at the
base. An alternative to this set up is one
which incorporates a single slide projected
through a fish-eye lens. Although this system
yields near full-dome coverage, it's much
dimmer than the six-frame all-sky.
Hemispheric movie projection has evolved into at least two basic formats (Johnson,
1983): OmniMax (70 mm film) and Cinema
360 (35 mm film). However, it should be
mentioned that there're other systems (e.g.,
the Iwerks large format motion picture film).
Regardless of the format, a wide angle lens,
used in conjunction with a brilliant lamp
source, gives spectacular 180 degree coverage.
Because of lower projector and film produc-
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tion costs, the planetarium community has
mostly adopted the Cinema 360 version for
hemispheric cinematography. Its
stems from the early 1960's. Experiments
with 35 mm wide angle movies at the
Fleischmann Planetarium (Reno, Nevada)
trailblazed the new technology. Their fisheye "atmospherium," as it was called, provided the foundation for today's Cinema 360
systems.

Although current "canned" show
ages suggest the use of star projector, fulldome, and other kinds effects, it seems to me
that it is to the humble carousal slide
tor (Perkins and Tomlinson, 1981) that much
of the work is allocated. For instance, in contemporary planetarium programs, it's not
unusual to find over three hundred sUdes
slated for these simple slide
devices. Even though slides are masked, bubbled, or opaqued, their main purpose is to
visually convey information. To fulfill this
need, the Kodak Ektagraphic and other
carousal slide projectors are the workhorse of
today's star shows. Before discussing how
they are often arranged together to create set
slide fields, let me suggest a useful way to use
a single slide projector. Simply aim, using a
mirror tilted at 45 degrees to the projected
image, the light beam toward the very top of
the dome. Zenith projection works well for
slides which do not require a specific orientation (e.g., galaxy, star, spacecraft, etc.).
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cOlnfi:~m~atjlon is an
lent choice for theaters with one way
my personal ex'pel'ieIlCe
centric
domes
the concentric "....... LAUp;,
arrcmgem1ent has been
for

since dozens of theaters
this omnidirectional

range and ll~J\.UJllUL J
tage of
this type of slide
that it allows for full dome use. However,
to remember is not to
many slides
for any
member of the audience.
Another
to consider is slide dissolve
For every
in the standard field (whatever its
there
may be a
which are used
cross-fade effect. Even better are the six or
nine carousal slide
racks which
.-1 ... " ....
dedicated With such a system,
animation effects are had
1'<70.

Carousal slide pr()jec:tor
have a place in the plcmetarlurn, but
of their static nature, I feel
have limitations. For exarrlpl le,
addition to the
unit
made. Three different motions (Le.,
azimuth, zoom, and rotation) are DOISSIDJe

if at all possible, be
and I believe all
utilized in planetarium productions. These
motions give the dome
of
and
sig:Jlificarlltly add
to a planetarium presentation As describe below, motion
is created by using a carousal slide projector
in unison with a specially designed motion
device.
Altitude-azimuth movement is accomplished by placing the
unit onto a
moving platform or by projecting onto a x-y
panning mirror (Deutschman and Steigleman, 1977). Alternately, a singular vertical or
horizontal motion is
having the
mirror slew in one direction only. The versaof the slewing x-y mirror makes it the
favored way to go for most. In addition, the
direction and speed of movement is handled
with ease when the moving mirror is controlled by a joy stick. Because of these factors,
nearly all commercially available models are
of this type design.
Similarly, the conventional zoom projector, one that moves in the z-axis, has evolved
into, more or less, a standard design (as is seen
in the various commercially available models). BasicalI y, a macro zoom lens is mated
with a carousal slide projector (Finley, 1980).
Major surgery to the projection unit is generally required to properly fit the lens. A motor
then drives this lens, which may have a 6 to
1 zoom ratio, to create the illusion of to and
fro motion. When this zoom apparatus is
projected onto a slewing x-y mirror, the
resulting combined motions yields a very
pleasing effect.
Image rotator projectors (McColman, 1992)
are used to create the rotational motion so
common to objects in the cosmos (e.g., galaxies, planets, and accretion disks~ The effect is
accomplished
placing a slide/bearing
mechanism into a projector's light path. A
motorized gear, pulley, or sprocket is mated
to the assembly to provide motion. Several
commercial models are available, but the
ones fitted to a carousal slide projector provide almost limitless possibilities in show
productions. Again, if the unit is positioned
so that it projects onto a slewing x-y mirror,
another dimension to the motion is added

The video projector has revolutionized
the way effects are created in the planetarium. When mated to a VCR, laser disc player,
or computer-a video projection system
becomes a powerful means to reproduce
astronomical wonders on the dome.
Whether projecting still pictures, movies, or
special effects-its impact on the planetarium community has been
in recent
years. In fact, it's now common to see theaters with arrays of video projectors.
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All:nClu1!n laser disc players have become
increasingly
the VCR still satisfies
an
niche in the planetarium
(Gould, 1988). Not only are most astronomy
video tapes sold at bargain prices, but quite a
bit of material not found elsewhere is stored
on them. VCRs are also relatively inexpensive and backup copies of important tapes
used in programs are easily made. Generally,
one VCR per planetarium will suffice since
necessary images or movies can be to~~etller
on a single tape.
Nevertheless, it's very nice to have one or
more laser disc players (Corrigan and Gould,
1987) interfaced with your video projector(s).
Laser discs provide very high quality
tures-with the advantage of choosing specific images by chapter and frame number.
Also, the user specifies the duration of projection for movies or animated effects by either
slowing down or speeding up the scene. This
capability is great for fitting effects into a
given segment of a program. Thus far, Sky
Scan Inc. has produced seven excellent video
effects discs. Dozens of individual effects,
from black hole to quasar, are included.
When you adjust your video nr/-..it",rt-r.lI"';:
brightness and contrast, all background
is lost. My impreSSion is that these effects
take on an uncanny realism that is hard to
duplicate in other ways.
Information stored on computer discs and
CD-ROMs have been placed onto the dome
by the video projector (Albin, 1991). Graphics, images, and other visuals are called up by
your automation system for projection.
NASA is committed to the CD-ROM (compact disc-read only memory) for
p!Clmetary imagery.
taken
the Viking, Voyager, and Magellan missions
are currently available in this format. However, unless purchased from St!(=UIIUcUY
sources, these CD-ROMs have raw, unprocessed, images intended for research scientists. But this shouldn't discourage the
tarian as there are image
programs provided which manipulate the data
as you see fit.

planet:arilLml effects is no easy
are limitations to any such orl~arliz:ati4Dn;al
scheme.
I've
five
of effects
there could
more. For instance, effects ~h/'\'tAl'i!n<'l'
pnlen()mt:~na (e.g.,
and rainbows) cannot be included
above classification. And what about
of
those ad hoc devices
and
effects) that have apIJeared
Electro-mechanical
tors which show
from an tPut'lluinO'
star to the
of Satum fill many
tarium's cove.
a sixth categc)ry
could be created for these miscellaneous
jectors.
In any event, in addition to
the
closer
some
staJnd(llrd, there are other
advantages to
effects devices.
For instance, it's
to assess your theater's
in decisions
about where to invest funds for new
tarium apparatus. Also, if you know what
has already been accomplished, it's then possible to suggest innovative
for
the
of new
effects.
Undoubtedly, I feel there's room to imorc)ve
many of
effects devices. And, as
ruwa~,while
currentcaJ>abUities,
it is
to foresee future trends. For
....... ,"'UJ.I:' ..... , the video
disc
combo has a pr~Drrlisilng future under
starry domes.
Regardless, the pl(metal~iUlm
addition to our
tor and related pr<)je(:tiCln e1qutpnleillt,
ever the cOJllfilgm'atilon
plalnetarilunls have the
to gaze skyward. rr.,nupuiinoaPlpreciation of the content and
the cosmos is, after
it's all about.

Albin
a
Image
The Planetarian, 20 (3),28-29.
Brown J., 1979, Panoramas. The
8
"l'"....... G. and Gould
1987, Holt Planetarium Video Projection System. The Plan-

"-..I'V ....

The planetarium has evolved imme~nsc~!y
since its inception some 70 years ago. No
longer can the planetarian rely solely on the
star projector to captivate the audience's
attention (although this point could be
argued). The ability to produce the visual
density so characteristic of modern star
shows stems from the availability of inexpensive microcomputers. Computer automation allows the producer to link the above
mentioned effects together in a coherent
fashion.
Cataloging, much less, attempting to clas-
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16 (1), 10-13.

Deutschmann W.A. and
].,
An
Built Altitude-Azimuth Motion
Projector. The Planetarian, 6(3), 13-16.
Gould A., 1988, The Great VCR/Laser Disc
Debate. The Planetarian,17 (3),15-16.
Hagar C.F., 1974, The History of the Planetarium The Pkmetarian, 3 (1&2), 42-47.
Johnson A.W., 1983, Recent Advances in 35
mm Hemispheric
for the
Planetarium.
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Looking for a way to find and train staff
for your college planetarium? Try instituting
a course called Planetarium Operations.
My philosophy about the role of a college
planetarium is that, at a university where K12 teacher preparation is part of the university's mission, the planetarium should be an
educational resource to provide college students with an outlet for their creativity, and
to provide relevant instructional opportunities for our pre-service teachers. Planetarium
Operations, an interdiSciplinary one credit
semester course, provides students with
these experiences. This laboratory class
meets weekly for two hours, and the course
may be repeated twice for credit.
The Planetarium Operations class has two
objectives. One is to help students learn to
operate the planetarium projector and auxiliary equipment by requiring them to present
student programs. The other is to gUide students into an understanding of how to create, plan, and produce a planetarium production, which, in our case, is our student produced yearly show.

Student Programs:
New students are required to present a ten
to fifteen minute planetarium program to
the other class members. This means that
they must learn how to operate the eqUipment as wen as learn to speak to the group.
The class presentation must use the planetarium projector (Spitz 512) and at least one
motion function. New students, at first, are
in awe of the planetarium console. To make
them unafraid of breaking something, mentor students, students who know how the
console operates, work with the initiates
until the new students are able to "play"
with the planetarium eqUipment on their
own. Luckily, Spitz machines are indestruc-

l!r:':':':';;;'::::':';::;:;:'::::':':;:;:':'::';~:;:';':';::':'~'~'::lji
~~~:planetarium field since 1958. Last year shej~i
~1~doined the faculty of Valley City State Uni-~:l
~~1:versity as an Assistant Professor of Sciencd
jjj:and Planetarium Director.
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tible. However,
on and off slide projectors, and changing latitude isn't all that
exciting after you've done it 10 or 20 times.
Thus, having to produce YOUf own program
gives direction to the your
It's fun
incorporating slides and using the Pfc)iector
to create your own program. And, it's even
more fun to see what a function
and
then decide how to incorporate this into
your own production.

I

Looking for a way to find and
um? Try instituting a course
These student projects are then used as
mini shows when high school students visit
campus for area wide meetings such the
Language Arts Festival, Business l!.,{"'*';",,,.,,,
Day, or the Science Olympiad. The plcmetruiurn students completely run their presentations and the program, and
the university with a unique method of student
recruitment. Some examples of the rlh;'''''''''''H-u
of student mini programs are: Astronomical
Music of the 60s, Mood and
Moon and its Phases, Oash of the
the
Book of Revelations, and Medicine Wheels.

Orion. Of course the students get
for their work
their

Student
Because we are located in a rural section of
North Dakota, we have a small UUll.IWli:HIIOn
base. Our planetarium programming consists
of two possible selections. We offer a
sky program to the schools, and our studentproduced show to the schools and
pubUc. The production of our
tarium presentation mirrors the steps the
students use to create their mini program,
except that the yearly
is on a
larger scale.
The first several weeks of class are spent
brainstorming possible topiCS (as wen as
learning how to run the equipment). I usually start these sessions with several no~srhle
show suggestions which the class is free to
accept or reject. Eventually a focus is
upon and the students research this
narrowing down what should be included in
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aupH.ca1teaforourno:stcard
reminders which we send out to I.JV,:iI:>J.llJIH:

(Please see Operations
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from the virtual environment.
Total immersion ~~"~~,~,,.1 .. n~mlir€~s
what cumbersome helmets and
or mainframe computers. ~ln"''''ll'''u,~iinn
reClUilred for first-time
are
issues associated with
use of helmets and
A cornPJ~orrlise

Cocoa, Florida
Imagine being able to take a morning
flight to the planet of your choice to collect
atmospheric and soil samples. You then hop
to the Exploding Galaxy in Centaurus for
the afternoon to search for black holes. Back
at earth, you park yourself in a low orbit and
perform an experiment with tethered masses. Future students may do this and more
thanks to rapid advances in real-time computing and specialized computer interface
devices designed to prOduce a "virtual reality."

Virtual Reality Technology
Virtual reality (VR) immerses users within
an interactive, computer-generated, realtime, three-dimensional world known as a
virtual environment (VE) or cyberspace.
Rather than interacting with a computer
through a keyboard or mouse, VR systems
attempt to exploit natural skills such as looking, turning, reaching, grasping, pointing and
even walking. Several computer input/output devices have recently been developed
for this purpose including special gloves
with sensors and stereoscopic head-mounted
displays which dynamically adjust the view
to match the users' head orientation.VR is a
new way of looking at human-machine
interaction. As a technology, VR is in its
infancy. Although VR systems draw heavily
on established high-speed computer graphics, real-time modeling and interactive computer interface technologies, present VR systems still suffer from slow response times
and poor visual resolution. Despite this, functional systems do exist and are finding practical applications. VR systems are being used
Ed Lantz is Chief Engineer at Brevard
Community College's Astronaut Memorial Planetarium and Observatory. His
experience includes optical signal processing research, laser graphiCS system
design, and the development of advanced computer-based educational tools.
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for entertainment and arcade games for
exploring engineering/scientific models
(architectural walk-through, molecular modeling[ll virtual wind tunnel, and mathematical modeling[Z]), and for medical visualization (virtual patients[3] and diagnostic imaging[1]). Hazardous activities, such as
training and combat simulation, are safely
performed within virtual environments[41

sion systems work wen in a
where the view is constrained
for instance.

a
puter processes the users'

Virtual reality (VR) immerses users within an
er-generated. real-time. three-dimensional world known as a
environment (VE) or cyberspace.
As an educational tool, virtual reality will
allow users to traverse the universe, explore
the planets and their moons, observe the
world beyond our senses, interact with
mathematical spaces, change time and size
scales, and safely manipulate aU manner of
physical phenomena[Zl With minimal training, users can perform their own
ments with the gratification of instant feedback. Also, abstract concepts and data can be
represented in a more concrete,
form through computer visualization. It has
been suggested that
improvements in reasoning can be obtained
by transforming unfamiliar situations into
familiar ones."[S]

can interact thl'OUlS!h "t()U4:hiln~~" UlUi~:\"l;).
These systems are
than total immersion systems, and
are unencumbered
head gear
controllers.
With an VR .."''''k .... ;''.... ,''''''
mtUupJe users to interact with
This opens the door to many intlerestirl~
sibilities in(jWdinl1?; tc~anrl-tmildin1?; +inHH"""
remote instruction, virtual tel,ecc)nJrerlen«:es.
and virtual sports.
'O> ...

Total Immersion
Three basic approaches to VR are presently being explored; Total immersion,
immersion, and second-person systems.
Advanced VR systems produce a sense of
total immersion using a Wide-angle stereoscopic head-mounted display, simulated
three-dimensional audiO, and a remote handheld (or glove) manipulator. The virtual
world is modeled within a computer
ics database. The real-time system manipulates virtual objects, sounds, and tactile feedback in response to the users' actions.
Physical laws such as inertia, friction, and
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design, much less the funding to experiment
with advanced computer systems. It is our
hope that federal funding will soon be
directed to accelerate VE development for
education.

Virtual Reality

Education

At the Astronaut Memorial Planetarium
and Observatory we feel that now is the time
to begin the technology transfer of VR into
education. Informal education environments, including museums and science centers, are the ideal entry point for VR technologies into education. Learning theories
can be tested and data regarding user
response can be gathered from a broad user
population. Several years from now the
required technologies will be more affordable and powerful. Computers are doubling
in speed and halving in price nearly every
year. The knowledge gained from early VR
exhibit efforts will set the stage for future
classroom system development.

vidual lea.rnilng styles and pelrsoltlality factors.
Another feature of computer-based educational systems is the possibility of automatic
evaluation and adaptation. The system can
monitor the user's progress and adapt a virtual environment to strengthen specific deficiencies. Also, the user can be evaluated
without being put under the pressure of a
formal test.

Astronomy and Space Science are two
areas which will greatly benefit from VR
educational systems. Few students will ever
have an opportunity to travel in space,
much less to the planets. And it will be quite
some time before humans leave the solar system. Yet, in a science center equipped with
VR exhibits, the public will actually be able
to become space explorers. Unlike a theme

We believe that VR exhibits will be highly effective educational tools
since they will enable true exploration. Highly technical concepts
and information can be presented in an intuitive manner, allowing
users to go beyond "book knowledge" and actually develop a "feel"
for advanced concepts and relationships in a very short time.
Educational systems based on VR will
share many of the advantages of interactive
multimedia systems. Both technologies use
state-of-the art computers, software, and
storage mediums allowing users to access
and explore a large database in real-time.
Text, video, graphicS and audio presentations are selected according to the user's
interests. With interactive multimedia, the
user learns from the media being presented.
VR pushes this one step further. VR allows
the user to interact with a complex computer algorithm. The participant learns not just
from the audio/visual information presented, but from the manner in which the VE
responds to their unique inputs.
We believe that VR exhibits will be highly
effective educational tools since they will
enable true exploration. Highly technical
concepts and information can be presented
in an intuitive manner, allowing users to go
beyond "book knowledge" and actually
develop a IIfeel" for advanced concepts and
relationships in a very short time. We now
have the technological means to allow the
participant to gain control, within limits, of
their own educational experience. We feel
that this approach will yield an educational
tool which will accommodate many levels
of intellectual development, broader age
groups, and will be less dependent on indi-
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park, the user will be in control
rience, and their exploration will be scientifically accurate. They will interact with
databases derived from the latest multiwavelength astronomical irn~l(y,pl",l plaraetiuy
maps and space probe data. They will also
interact with algorithms derived from astronomical models, orbital physics, co:smolc>gical theories, quantum physics and the theoget a
ry of relativity. Students may some
on anothchance to control a robotic
er planet through telepresence.
Consider that man has not returned to the
moon since the Apollo program. Have we
lost the interest to explore, to quest after
knowledge? Public attitudes may
with the prospect of being a virtual
pant in space exploration. In
virtual
reality could well be the next
for
mankind

[1] F. Brooks and H. Fuchs, 14Head-Mounted

Display Research," Head-Mounted Display
Project Summary, Univ. of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, July 1991
[2] R Stuart and J. Thomas,
from
'The Implications of Education in Cyberspace'," Virtual Reality Report, 1, (5), 2-4,
1991
[3] S. C.
"Virtual Environments: Per-
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Virtual
ed. S. K. Helsel

Subcommittee on ....................., TeChltlOJ!ogy
and
1991
[5]M.B.
Reality,"
ed S.
J. P. Roth, Meckler (1991)

McColman R, 1992, Auto
Rotators.
Perkins M.E. and Tomlinson G.E.,
of a Better
A Comp1ari:son

ium),210-214.
Reed

Smith C.D., 1984,
Universe the
tarian,13 (3), 4-5.
Tate RC., 1988, Technical Standards
(3),
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the
grams to our
school groups.
Graduates of the Planetarium U}Jlen:lti()flS
classes
all of our school and
shows. The job pays $6.00 an
the
student
on ... aB.UIJ'U;>.
to pay their salaries comes
"Friends of the Planetarium"
which I
last year. For twenty
donors can see their names n ..",.i.I:>ri-,p,rl
nl::llnpt;!lI'l1nn dome after each pn~Jltation.

further their education

•
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I
become

to inc:realSin,gly
Planetariums are an expensive addition
to any educational institution. No one will
argue this
They are a major financial
investment in terms of space, capital funding
and
operating costs. The intense
competition for all three items has created a
II survival of the fittest"
and a
"what have you done for me
mentality. Like it or not, this is the
of the situation in education today. Because of this we
have to ask ourselves how we can justify the
initial expense and continuous financial sup-

skills than science. Science differs from liberal arts subjects in that it has definite and
reI)rodw:::ible answers that can be arrived at
by a system of cognition. Unfortunately, the
process, or problem-solving aspect, of science
is too often overlooked in favor of the content or factual aspect of science. And yet it is
the problem-solving aspect of science that
has, if properly developed in students, the
greatest potential for
and developing a culture.
The development of useful
solving skins starts
with the
skills
Part of the answer to the question lies beyond
of nh.:p,,"ni1l'1Ia

lIedu-tainment" ......#"..,.,'"''''.. Entertau1ment as education can
you
worse of both worlds. School programs
replac{~d with

halD{)(:~irl2:

in a related situa-

the planetarium dome. It lies in the justification
for including science education as part of the
mission of the educational institution.
port of a planetarium as part of an educational facility? Part of the answer to the
question lies
the
dome.
It lies in the justification for including science education as part of the mission of the
educational institution. How can we
the expense of science education? Science
education is a major investment in space and
lies
equipment. The answer to this
in the answer to yet another very basic question. How can we justify the expense of any
form of education?
There are two very basic reasons for a
society to support a system of education.
One reason is to assure the orderly transfer of
the culture of that
Students must
develop intellectual roots upon which their
culture and society rest. They must be
exposed to what has been achieved in the
past in order to preserve, understand and
appreciate their unique position in time and
place. The other reason for a
to support a system of education is to insure the
future
development and
preservation of that SOciety. Students must
develop the mental skills to sw:::ce~sstUjJly
function within their culture.
At the zenith of the mental skills hierarchy is problem solving, and no subject is better able to
concrete PfCJbJerrl-S()lving
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are then combined
with intermediate
skills into the
level skills of inferrmg, predicting and communicatmg.
of the
divisions of
science are suitable for the
of
problem-solving abilities, but astronomy has
inherent advantages over other dis:ciI)1iIles.
As1troloolmy is a
everyone sees. It deals
with the universe
horizon. And astronomy is a
on everyone's life.
The fascination with the universe
the
and this innate curiosity has driven the
to
the
nature of what is observed of the universe
the horizon. It has also
the
practical value involved in understiaIl4:1ir1!g
the movements and appearances of celestial
objects. The seasons, the
and the establishment
of the basic units of
time are examples of
celestial
influences on culture.
More subtle, but profound, influences are
found in art, mythology, literature and
music. The
and use of what is called
astronomy is as old as civilization itself. It is
an mtegral part of the culture to be passed on
from one
to the next And it is a
that has
maintained a
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plametar'imn recreates a three-dimensional

environment that can be ffi2milDuJated
eX1DeI'iel1C€~ in real time. Planetariums
claim to be virtual
environments
with 70 years of
behind
This is true until the
of inciividrlals
intenlctjing with the
environment is ad~cl.re~sse'a.

Vol.

tarium programs are at the same position
ment. It requires nothing more than a recepneeds a
You can do
tive and docile 14audience." UIllirnlaginclthre.
today as the producers of new VR systems.
in a classroom. And a lot ch4:!aper'!"
Planetariums and the new virtual reality
information-laden slide and video shows
questicm will be asked
bean COUlrlter,
computer environments face a common
projected on starfield wallpaper backgrounds
In flat screen planet:ari1llIn prclgnllmrninlg,
problem. How do humans most effectively
only require canned audiences.
interact with these environments to satisfy
As much as we may hate to admit it, the
the educational goals for which they are
"flat-screen" planetarium is already with us.
are not
intended. One suggestion
would be that planetariAs much as we may hate to admit it, the "flat screen"
ums and virtual reality sysetarium is already with us. And as much as we may
tems can satisfy educational goals most effectively
admit it, "we have meet the enemy and they are us," not
when they are used to cretechnology. The flat screen planetarium came into existence
ate problem-solving situawhen planetarium programming fell under the influence
tions. They should create
first organized
questions in the minds of
the planetaril11m
NASA and the space program.
participants and provide
them with the tools necessary for solving the problems. They should
And as much as we may hate to admit it, "we
stimulate thinking and the using of informahave met the enemy and they are us," not
tion rather than just the acquisition of infortechnology. The flat-screen planetarium
mation. Information has little value if it isn't
came into existence when planetarium proused. From an educational point of view this
gramming fell under the influence of NASA
and the space program. When planetarium
should be their strength. If they are used to
simply transfer information in a high-tech
programming moved away from naked-eye
format, then they will be used most ineffecastronomy and basic astronomy and into
canned programs,
programs
tively. In terms of information transfer, both
NASA and space science programming, the
can not exist without an audience. Unfori-.....,,,,i-... h7 the demands of the paJ~ticipatory
the planetarium and virtual reality systems
need to demonstrate the movement of the
can be replaced by flat screens and monitors.
sun, moon and planets diminished The need
apt:)ro,ach in terms of trained
moved the
almost ex(::lus:ivlelv
The affective value of planetarium and virfor even the capability to project a sun,
tual reality environmental immersion is
moon and planets diminished. And the need
the domain of the small inflatable planetariadmittedly destroyed with the use of flat
for a domed sky also diminished. The stars
um. And even here there are
ment away from aUl1ie.nc{~ p(uticij:~ation,
screens and monitors, but the transfer of
were reduced to nothing more than the
information will continue unabated.
environmental backdrop for slide and video
Information presentation technology, and
presentations. Only the darkness of the planimpolrtarlt attempt to use
the number of seats occupied over the fiscal
etarium chamber was reqUired, and this
etarium as an interactive environment
someone beyond the dome will pVIf'n1"IUIUV
year, seems to be becoming the test of the
the form of the audience reS,pOlnQler
success of a planetarium. The planetarium
realize can be achieved in a conventional
Pioneered
the ,,.....
classroom environment. It will not be a rockcan be a unique educational environment. It
has a proven long-term charisma that reachet scientist who first asks, "Who the hen
response :'>V:'>U::Ul:'l>
es from kindergarten to college
the sequeIlcirag
to museum audiences. It can
programs
selection bul:tmls
occupy a focal position in the
on their armrests. At pr«:~sc['ibe~d
education of anyone at any
times in this form
level and at any age. Its potenry program, the audience
tial is limited only by the imagasked to express a destination
ination and training of those
pre:fereJnce. A corrmuter
responSible for its programthen talHes and
ming. If the planetarium is used
combined results and instructs
to nr,nr~>""'n
simply and only to disseminate
information, then it will ultimately fail. Existing planetariums win be dosed and new
ty rule forms of interactive proplanetariums will not be built
gralIDrnirlg can be repHcCllted
because they will be too expensive to justify. The truth is that
sincethepr<~~amlming
information is sterile and borces do not
ing to those not actively
responses based upon informed
involved in its pursuit or those
decisions.
without a strong interest in a
particular field. The transfer of
en~~agling an audience intellectuabound within an aU(iiel1ce
information is the lowest form
of education and entertainresponse system p1C:ime~tal'1mn
u ..........

Like it? It's your new planetariuml
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at the ru·,,",'{,,,,,.. h,i~1
on the involved technology. The misdirecchoice is dear. It is not a
tion is the result of not using this technology
to its best advantage. It is the result of an
between an intellectual sm~reIlalE~rtrlg
industry-wide presupposed
forces of new tec:tmojc,gie~s,
vailing attitude
The planetarium for the most part has become
or a return to the dreaded "lecture
stars" format of UP"tt>lrrl~'U
toward programmerely a vehicle for the transfer of "astronomical"
ming that places lithow to most ettec1:ivl~lv
facts and "space" information. It's no longer a
tle intellectual denologies to attain stated
place where you are allowed to figure something
mand on audiences.
between
to the human 1nteratctl.on
What is the purout for yourself.
pose of the planetarium instrument, the
Audience response system programs that
most expensive piece of eqUipment in the
planetarium, or u ......... ,.... u .• Fo
facility, if it is not used
require informed decisions are more difficult
as an astronomical simto produce because they demand the creWhat is the purpose of the planetarium
ulator? In many cases,
ation of situations that will engage an audiment, the most expensive
the existence of the
ence's intellect and the ability to understand
an audience's response to a given stimulus.
planetarium projector
the facility. if it is not
as an
is merely a justification
They involve an understanding of the teachsimulator'?
In
many
cases,
the
ing-learning process beyond IIshow and tell."
for calling the facility a
planetarium projector is merely a
If such systems are to increase, and if plane"planetarium." Is this
tariums with such systems are to survive, the
an exaggeration? I
for calling the facility a "planetarium."
effort to produce planetarium programs that
don't think so. When
was the last time you
challenge audiences must be expended.
The misdirection of contemporary statesaw a planetarium program that used the
planetarium in favor of
flat
of-the-art planetarium programming in all
sun? The moon? The planets? Or the stars as
multimedia slide-video shows. If we
types of planetariums, in terms of higher
anything more than a backdrop to the real
make the correct choice, the bean C011nt:ers
subject of the program? The planetarium is
level educational goals, can not be blamed
will make it for us.
environment, but in the few response systems in existence today, problem solving is
seemingly not being addressed

VJ. .

IPS Publications Update
Undine Concannon
Publications Chair
As the newly appOinted Publications
Chair, it's become my task to knit together
some of the threads which have become unravened over the past year or so. First of all,
to help the process forward, Thomas Kraupe
(Munich, Germany), Shoichi Itoh (Tokyo,
Japan) and Alan Gould (Berkeley, USA) have
all agreed to serve as long-distance committee members, and their advice has already
proved invaluable. John Mosley is the other
irreplaceable member of the team; with
Donna Pierce (Dallas) handling "Packets for
New Planetariums," and Sheri Trbovich (Salt
Lake City) and Loris Ramponi (Brescia, Italy)
dealing with advertising.
The most important issue is, of course,
THE DIRECTORY. Understandably, many of
you have been grumbling about its nonappearance in three years, but at last, your free
Directory is in sight! The history of the
delays is too long to bore you all with now,
but one of the unusual things we have had
to contend with is a changing world map.
But now-forget the past and look forward to
the new Directory. It is a costly publication,
and so for the future we plan to publish it
every other year, and will try to have a more
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rigorous method of catching up with aU
your changes of name, phone, personnel etc.
so that it remains as up-to-date as pOSSible,
and that in the 'between' years we can send
out a short list of updates.
I thought it might be helpful to list all
the other publications which are currently
available:
This one-by which I mean The Planetarianthank heavens for John Mosley
Bibliography for Planetarium Education 1972

Also available now is a very useful
ment 1/50 you Want to Build a Planet arturo,
which Ken Wilson and his group
together. This too will be free to m~~m,IJel~S.
but non-members (such as aU those
tects who want to consult with
notnm.g) will have to pay $25.00. This
let contains a vast amount of
pralctical advice for those
IJUlLl.atng, or, as in my case, refurbishment.

($6)

Bibliography for Planetarium Education
Edition II 1973 ($6)
Some Planetarium Programs of 1972-73 ($6)
Conference Proceedings Atlanta 1974 ($10)
Conference Proceedings Borlange 1990 ($25)
Planetarium Handbook 1974 ($6)
Cosmic Artoons by George Reed 1986 ($6)
27 Steps to the Universe 1987 ($10)
Naked i Astronomy by George Reed 1988 ($10)
(All these are available from Charlene
Oukes at the Strasenburgh Planetarium in
New York; see page 3 for her address.)
I hope you all filled in the questionnaire
with your subscription request. You'n see
that one suggestion is a reprint of the Special
Effects Sourcebook, and a new Resources List.
If anyone can let me have some material for
inclusion in either of these I should be
extremely grateful-publications don't start
like the Big Bang, they need a little help.
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We have heard of a very int1ere.stirlg
tiative for the blind which is under way in
Brescia,
Loris
reports that the
audio
which lends audio books
allover
is now
audio
etarium
wi th music. Some of this
material is in foreign
and Loris
asks whether members would collaborate in
"""nrl'T'HT a free audiocassette of one
more
of your planetarium shows. The
guarantees restricted free use only for the blind.
Each show received will be mentioned in the

tion of the show. It seems a
worth pursuing in all our different countries.
You11 find Loris's address among the
al Affiliate groups listed on page 3
issue.
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and you want your ideas to
many of your
as Dosslblle.
without the full text of your paper,
not include it in the D:r(x:e«~db1~

Fifth Installment
Michael Hutton
Astronaut Memorial Planetarium &:
Brevard Community
1519 Clearlake
Cocoa, Florida
IPS "94" is now only a few months away
and preparations for the conference are proceeding smoothly. During the IPS council
meeting in Oklahoma City, the schedule,
registration materials and other details of the
1994 IPS conference were evaluated and
approved Most of this information was sent
to you in the registration booklet last
December. Many of you have sent in your
conference registration and hotel reservation forms and we appreciate your prompt
attention. For those of you who have been
distracted with other things, I hope this
installment of Countdown to "94" will
encourage you to send in your conference
forms now. If you have not received the registration booklet, please accept my apologies
and assurance that it is not too late to register for IPS 1194."
An the materials and information you will
need to register for the conference are part of
this installment of Countdown to 1/94." This
includes a copy of the registration form. In
addition, I have provided supplemental
information which was not included in the
registration booklet. So whether you have
received your registration materials or not, I
am sure this installment of Countdown to
"94" will help you with your plans to visit
Cocoa this July.

Registration
The registration fee for IPS "94" is $218.00
US. We need a separate registration form for
each person attending the conference.
Photocopies of the registration form can be
used as needed. Remember, all delegates
must be members of the International Planetarium Society.
Because of the logistics of dealing with a
group as large as IPS, we must insist that only
registered delegates attend conference activities. Please do not bring your spouse, children, grandchildren or friends to the paper
sessions, Space Camp demonstrations, planetarium shows or activities at the Kennedy
Space Center reserved for IPS. If you bring
guests to these functions your colleagues
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will, at the very least, be greatly inconvenienced
On the other hand, your guests are welcome to the man y social functions and
meals planned for the conference. Simply
purchase tickets to these events separately. A
list, with the per person cost, is provided on
the registration form.
The rest of the registration form is pretty
simple. When you have finished filling out
the form, mail it to me at the address at the
top of this installment Please include your
check or money order made out to IPS "94"
with your registration. Remember, an
monies received must be tendered in United
States currency. And if we receive it after
May 15, there is a $SO late fee !

Accommodations
Headquarters for IPS "94" is the Howard
Johnson's Plaza Hotel located at 2080 N.
Atlantic Avenue, Cocoa Beach, FL 32931.
Room rates at the plaza are $70.00 US (single
or double), You may make your reservation
by calling 1-800-SS-BEACH or 407-783-9222
Be sure to have your credit card
when
you call
It is very important that you make hotel
reservations early. There are a number of
other events scheduled for next July which
will create a high demand for hotel rooms
along Florida's Space Coast. If you have not
made hotel reservations yet, I strongly recommend that you do so immediately.
Even though the deadline for "' .....
paper presentation abstracts has
it
may still be possible for you to present a
paper at IPS 1/94." Please request a Request for
Paper Presentation form, fill it out, and
return it to me as soon as possible. Since our
intention is to publish a proceedings for the
conference, priority will be given to those
papers which are submitted with a copy of
the full text.
Whenever you give a paper at a conference like IPS, it is a good idea to record your
presentation in printed form. This will allow
you to express yourself succinctly as well as
J .....,.. LLJU.jIO
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To
your travel
have selected TRAVELMAX Inc. as
cial travel agency for IPS 4194."
arrangements can be made
ELMAX's toU-free number at '-n."
or 407-676-1770.
should
themselves as IPS members
attend the conference. For those des:irirl~
fax their reservations, the fax numt)ers
407-722-052101' 407-728-5564.
International
should
reservations in A.JJL'JI'.~A"U.,
French or .J>..,"uu",u
back the information in that lan~llii~e.
When
your travel arrangements,
we strongly recommend that you rent
Public
Florida's
limited and
Coast is
rental cars in Florida are among the most
sonable in the world. TRAVELMAX
you make arrangements for a rental
IPS discounted rates.

Director of
Dr. William
den Planetarium in New York and P ...,p,dn,pnt
of
is the Chairman of the '"'1.1'1:""''''","",
Committee. He reports that contacts
been made with several noted :loVt:dll>!CB
announcementsre~~andinl~

spc:~ak:ers

will not be made until we have
commitments. These announcements will
..........h"'hh, be made in the next installment
Countdown to "94."
Dr. Ron
senior astronomer
here at AMPO,
director of the
has extended an invitation to Dr. Patrick
..... "" ..+i/~in'::IIt-.". in the IPS Conference.
To our UIC.I.l/ll;,IAL,
attend the entire conference and
the media to Df()mlote
cial talk about
astronomy.
In addition to his many books on astronomy, Dr. Moore has the distinction of
the longest
television program in
The BBC has been
liThe
Sky at
for more than
years
Dr. Moore has been the
host. This is
presentation you will not want to miss!

The best (and worst) event that
pen at IPS "94" is a launch of the
Shuttle. As of the
of this article,

65 is scheduled for launch during July.
Unofficial sources at NASA have indicated
that the launch is targeted between July 8
and July 14. Although this schedule is likely
to shift a little, it is quite possible that a
launch of the Space Shuttle will occur near
or during the IPS Conference.
If you have never seen a launch of the
Space Shuttle, I can promise you one of the
most inspiring experiences of your lifetime.
Even though I have seen over SO launches
myself, I still get quite emotional as the
orbiter climbs to orbit on pillars of fire and
smoke.
Although I can promise nothing at this
time, I am trying to arrange for the entire
delegation to view the launch from the Kennedy Space Center. If I am successful, the
impact on the IPS conference will be significant. First, you might as wen make paper airplanes out of the schedule because it won't
be worth the paper it is printed on. We will
do the best we can to salvage the schedule,
but your cooperation will be necessary. This
will be especially important for those who
are not staying at the conference hotels. For
those individuals, it will even more difficult
to communicate changes in the schedule.
Another important consideration will be
the impact on hotel room availability. Even
under normal conditions, a Shuttle launch
brings many visitors to the Space Coast.
Since this launch coincides with the Apollo
Silver Anniversary, I expect a larger than normal number of Shuttle spectators. To make
things more complicated, the Junior
Olympics are being hosted here as well. This
is why you have heard me state many times:
MAKE YOUR HOTEL RESERVATIONS NOW!

Pre- and Post-Conference Activities
After an extensive debate concerning preand post-conference tours, the conference
planning committee decided that it was
impractical to organize this type of activity.
There are just too many things to do in the
Central Florida area
Aside from the many tourist attractions,
there are several unique opportunities for
you to consider as part of your visit to
Florida this July. Just prior to the IPS meeting, the Digistar User's Group and C-360, Inc.,
will hold their annual meetings at the Cocoa
Beach Hilton.
The Digistar User's Group (DUG) will
begin their meeting on Thursday July 7. This
meeting will attract anyone interested in the
Evans &: Sutherland Digistar planetarium
projector. As part of the conference, users of
Digistar will demonstrate some of their programming used in planetarium shows over
the past year. Representatives from Evans &:
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Sutherland will be in attendance to answer
technical questions and discuss
ments to the system. Seminars and workshops relating to computer graphics are also
part of meeting along with DUG's unique
brand of fun. Cost is $20.
C-36O, inc. is a planetarium organization
for those facilities that use motion picture
film as part of their programming. Originally
a 35mm film group, C-360 has expanded to
include 870 and other film formats. As part
of the C-360 conference, an 870 film festival
will be held in the new IWERKS theatre at
the Astronaut Memorial Planetarium and
Observatory. The C-360 conference starts
Saturday, July 9, and ends with a board of
directors meeting Sunday afternoon, July to.
Cost is $45.

International activities rll ..,,,,,,..H u C~Jmlected
with IPS "94" have en4:OUlraiZOO
formations of the Association
Planetariums (ARP) and the Uklrainlian
etarlum Association (UPA).
The UP A
six institutions.
sentatives
their first c01rlte'reIlce
November 1993. Elected officers
Aleksandr P. Lenin as President
Kriachko as Vice President. Dr.
dent of the
Planetarium
Dr. Kriachko is VicePresident
Mfairs and Astronomer at the same
We thank Dr. Lenin and Irina V. t;'minn,nu~

current as of mid-November
to
us informed and "'''''''''Hi,i",
more data.

...... ~.... '""i ...... "

International Planetarium Society
1994 Conference
In addition to these conferences, many
Florida planetariums have expressed an
interest in hosting IPS delegates either before
or after IPS "94." Florida contains a great variety of planetariums and most can be reached
within a two- or three-hour drive from
Cocoa Beach.
Sharon Parker of the Buehler Planetarium
is extending a formal invitation to IPS delegates, She writes: liThe staff of the Buehler
Planetarium, would like to extend an invitation to all IPS delegates to visit our beautiful
facility in Davie, Florida (a suburb of Ft Lauderdale) during the week fonowing the IPS
conference."
"The Buehler planetarium features concentric seating for 101 people, a Zeiss M101S
star projector, a custom built laser projection
system, and over 60 different slide and special effects projectors controlled by a SPICE
automation system. IPS delegates are welcome to view any program in our extensive
starshow library, see one of our original laser
presentations, or simply stop by to chat.
Please call in advance if you plan to visit us.
"Other attractions in the south Florida
area include the Museum of Science &
Discovery, the Miami Museum of Science,
the Everglades, the Florida Keys, Sea World
and a wide range of entertaining tourist
activities."
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Hon of our new
of the construction behind
eQ1.UpHneIl.t and ... , ........,''''buiidinl~. I also get
into my new
back on Interrlet
There also have been some ctum£les
staff of Astronaut Memorial Planetarium
(')},"" .......'''tnw... ' Davin Bateau and Steve
our staff and will be "..nl..1r .........
in our
Davin
ed at the new Buhl Planetarium and has also
nies in(judirl£
us from the Digistar Planetarium in Iowa
will be Director of Production here in
technician, has
Paul Stearns,
on to work with East Coast Control
~"".~t ... 'rn'" We will miss Paul and wish
Frantz and ECCS.
workuU! hard to
your visit to Florida's
able and
ex-r}erienc:e.
I am confident that IPS "94" will
of the best
conferences you
ever attend Thank you for your coc)pe'ratton
aU of
and we look forward to
the beach
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EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE - 15

1

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT (USE ONE FORM PER REGISTRANT)

Name: (last, first, middle)

(for name

Institution:
Institution Address:
City:

State:

Country:

Zip Code:
(fax)

Phone: (day)

No. Delegates
Attending

Total

Registration Fee: $218.00 USD
Early Registration Fee (postmarked on or before 5/15/94)IPS member(s)

x$218.00 =$

Non-IPS member(s)-please add $40.00 for IPS dues:

x $40.00

=$+

*Student discount-please subtract $30.00 from registration fee.

x $30.00

=$-

x $50.00

=$+

Late Registration Fee (postmarked after after 5/1/93) please add $50.00

SUBWTAL $
*Student-anyone under 18 or currently enrolled as a full-time student.
NON-DELEGATES COST FOR MEALS
No. Attending
Monday, July 11th

60's Party at the Plaza

x $25.00

Tuesday, July 12th

Reception at the Hilton

x $20.00

Friday. July 15th

Lunch at the Hilton

x$15.00

Friday, July 15th

Beach Party at the Hilton

x $20.00

NO REFUNDS OR CANCELlATIONS RECEIVED AFTER JUNE 10TH, 1994
MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO: IPS '94
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Total

IPS 1994
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE

Sunday,

10

9:00-11 :30am.
1 :00-4:00pm.
2:00-6:00pm.
6:00pm.

Council meeting at the Plaza.
Council meeting at the Plaza.
Registration at the Plaza.
Reception at the Plaza.

7:00-8:30am.
8:30-9:30am.
8:20-11 :30am.
9:00-11 :OOam.
12:00-1 :45pm.
2: 15-4: 15pm.
6:30pm.

Monday, July 11
Continental Breakfast.
Spouse Orientation at the Plaza. ( Plaza Representative)
Paper sessions A, B, C & D, at the Hilton.
Registration at the Plaza.
Kick-off lunch and welcome at the Plaza.
General business meeting including affiliate reports at the Plaza
60's party at The Plaza.

7:00-8:30am.
9:00-11 :30am.
12:00-1 :30pm.
1 :30-4:00pm.
7:00-10:00pm.

Tuesday, July 12
Continental Breakfast.
Group "A" at Planetarium/Group "B" at SPACECAMP.
Lunch provided.
Group "B" at Planetarium/Group "Alf at SPACECAMP.
Tradeshow opens, and reception at the Hilton.

6:30-8:30am.
7:30-9:00am.
9:05-12:00pm.
12:00-1 :15pm.
1 :20-4:30pm.
1 :30-5:00pm.
6:30pm.

Wednesday, July 13
Continental Breakfast.
Affiliate Meetings.
Paper sessions E,F,G & H, at the Plaza.
Lunch on your own.
Paper sessions I,J,K & L, at the Plaza.
Tradeshow demonstrations. Public invited.
Open House at Planetarium - Buffet service, 6:30-8:30pm.

Evening

Thursday, Ju
Continental Breakfast.
Wrap-up sessions at the Plaza.
Tradeshow demonstrations.
Lunch and dinner on your own.
Free time.

7:00-8:30am
9:00-11 :30am.
12:00-1 :30pm.
1 :30-5:00pm.
1 :30-5:00pm.
5:00-11 :OOpm.
7:00pm.

Friday, July
Continental Breakfast.
Workshops at the Plaza.
Lunch on your own
Tradeshow demonstrations.
Workshops at the Plaza
Tradeshow shutdown.
Farewell beach party at the Plaza.

7:00-8:30am.
9:00-12:00pm
1 :30-5:00pm.

A.M.
P.M.
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July

14

15

Saturday, July 16
Breakfast on your own.
Special Apollo silver anniversary ceremony at KSC
Group Photo.
Spaceweek activities, "Growing up with Rockets" forum.
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Florida's Brevard Community College will unveil a new achievement in planetariums
when it hosts in July the 1994 meeting of the International Planetarium Society. This
ground-breaking planetarium features a startling and innovative design as well as the
first Minolta Infinium in North America. If you can't wait until July, call your nearest
Minolta representative now. After all, at Minolta we know that once you have seen
our sky, you too will believe.
In North America:
Minolta Corporation
Planetarium Division
101 Williams Drive
Ramsey, N.J. 07446, USA
Tel: (201) 934-5347
Fax (201) 818-0498

In Japan:
Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamatsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel: 03-3435-5511
Fax 03-3435-5520

Worldwide:
Minolta Camera Co., Ltd.
Planetarium Operations
Esaka CTS Center
2-30 Toyotsu-Cho
Suita-Shi, Osaka 564, Japan
Tel: 06-386-2050
Fax 06-386-2027

ONLY
FROM THE
MIND
OF
MINOLTA

MINOLTA

it

Advice" will feature a
woofers systems authored
JHE.

When I prE~miler€~ this column in 1992 the
was that readers questions would drive
the content. And that has proven to be the
case. This issue features a diversity of questions I have been asked
at
re2:ion!aJ p1larletcar1111m conferences in 1993.

my
A: Factors that may influence this answer
are:
What kinds of shows are you pn!Se]ltulgl
What are the other components in your
sound system?
What are the acoustics
room?
What is the construction of your theater?
What is the track format used for sound
track nl;IVI"'I~rli( f
However, we can provide a fairly
answer despite all of these variables. One of
the most important
in
a
good sub system is to eliminate as much spoken voice from the subs as
If this is
not
you will hear the extreme
low end of the
words going woof ...
woof ... woof with no
at all This will
only succeed in
a bunch of mud to
an otherwise
sound system. The low
end of the human voice
to roll off
quickly at about 100 Hz, so if we set the
crossover point at about 80 Hz, we should be
able to achieve a good separation of sub
information that contains little or no voice.
will be
Bear in mind some
necessary to obtain ne,ar-IPel~Ie(~l
Now then, manufacturers
crossovers with a slope of 12,16,18, and 34 dB per
octave. You should use a crossover with a
sharp slope of 24 dB for
sub system applications as this parameter determines how sharply the high/mid and low
(sub)
are divided. Using a
crossover with a lower
will allow frequenCH:!S above the crossover
to
"bleed" slightly into the subs creating the
above mentioned
This qualifies as
an audio "don't" on the do's and don't list.
So, on the "do" side of the list, set the crossover frequency at 80 Hz (below voice range)
using a crossover with a sharp division of 24
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A: The reports are unanimous ... absoohltelly
great. Remember, how the various laser comrecord their laser control information
varies
(some are
FMs and some
are
OC
to ADAT), so contact them directly for details. AU laser comthe
ADAT format report
with many, many
cOlmplex movements all with rock-solid
transports
Wow and flutter are
non-measurable, in fact, Joe Hopkins tells of the followADAT /laser system
test.
....11"("\(Yr::un a dot ... record the control information to an ADA T ...
the tape back ...
mark the laser
dot on a screen ...
away ... come back at the end of 40 minutes
... Joe reports that the dot win not
moved. Wow. Joe, I'm sold And don't
you also reap all the benefits of a
quality soundtrack and 8 channels of audio
SMPTE time code. Told to me more
about this at IPS '94.

mic

~&A~"~~

to record narration?
there are some
for a disclaimer?). First, you will
choice of
labeled OnlnJ,au~ectional, unWlre<:tHmatJ, r 2 r l ' l I n ' l l l

Pattern Name
Omnidirectional
Unidirectional or cardioid
Hypercardioid
Bidirectional or
8
PZM or bmmdarv
Stereo

pattern
Two area, two du~ecUon
with two ou'tpults,lgellteralUY
sound
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FOR PLANETARIUMS

Simulation
Determination

n
Stu Chapman
Harford County MD. Public
Schools
Southampton School
Planetarium
Moore's Mill Rd.
Bel Air, Maryland 21014

One of the topicS in any earth science or
astronomy course in high school is bound to
be the determination of stellar distances
through heliocentric parallax. Here I
describe one way to use the planetarium to
set up a simulation of this method of distance determination. The closer planets
Mercury, Venus, and Mars serve as nearby
"stars" whose real motion along the ecliptic
for one sidereal day will serve as the apparent shift in position due to the principle of
heliocentric parallax. The tick marks along
the ecliptic and along the meridian serve as a
hypothetical "scale" of 0".1 of arc on an
astronomical photograph. During the course
of the planetarium lab, students record the
position of the "stars" six months apart on a
Cartesian grid. Then, they use the parallax
formula to solve for the distances to the
three stars.
The idea for this type of laboratory use of
the planetarium carne from one of the exercises and the accompanying software in the
introductory astronomy laboratory manual,
Experiments in Astronomy by astronomers
Leo Blitz and Michael A'Hearn of the University of Maryland.
Other planetarians with lessons or labs for
use in school planetaria (K through coHege)
are encouraged to submit their lessons for
publication to the address above. We would
especially like to see some suggestions for
some new interactive elementary school
lessons and some planetarium lessons or labs
which encourage students to critically
examine paranormal scientific claims related
to astronomy (astrology, moon myths, Mars
effect, ancient astronauts etc.)
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Venus are switched on
tion from each
far side of the sun

Outcomes: Each student will demonstrate the ability to:
1. Identify those stars which show a parallax when simulated to be observed at opposite sides of the earth's orbit six months
apart.

2. Record the positions of the stars which
display a parallax at each simulated observing session on a coordinate grid
3. Use the algebraic distance formula to
determine the shift in position of the stars
which display a parallax.

4. Using a scale of 0".1 per grid unit, calculate the distance to the stars which show a
heliocen tric parallax.

Materials: Worksheets, pencils,
boards, graph paper, and calculators.
boards should be provided by the planetarium. Optionally, grain of wheat lamps suspended from the dome powered by a variable light source and slides for the carousel
projector to develop the idea of heliocentric
parallax and the definition of a parsec. (This
will not be necessary if the students have
been prepared beforehand by their regular
classroom teacher)

sun already on or near the ,.an.uUJIA,
liS tars"
Venus, and Mars
now be switched on. Move your
motion drive in which ever direction
essary so that the three IIstars" are
to the "Origin" which is the intersection
the meridian and
If the above
tioned date is used, then the demonstration
works wen if 18 hours and
placed on the meridian. Turn the sun
will not be used You
also wish
the latitude control so that the "stars"
in a comfortable
easy for the
to see. If the aforementioned dates
then a latitude of 215 degrees serves this
pose wen. This
the
forty five
from the south horizon.
least one other object which resembles
three "stars" should also be aimed toward the
coordinate
to serve as a distraeter
does not display a
I use my
"Zenith"
for this purpose.
motion tie in activated,
rota ted
one sidereal
and then backward, a simulation of
par'all,lx can be created
u. ..

Strategy: To simulate the parallax determination, a hypothetical"grid" can be produced using the meridian projector for the
vertical axis (where one degree
one
tenth arc-second), and the ecliptic for the
horizontal axis (where one day equals one
tenth arc-second). The planets with the
fastest real motion among the stars (Le.,
Mercury, Venus, and Mars) serve as
IIstars" which display a parallax. This method
of forming a "Cartesian grid" works well
with a Spitz A4 or 512. If your machine does
not project an ecliptic or a meridian with
ticks as described above, you could prepare a
35 mm slide with Kodalith film which does
the same thing.

Advance Preparation: The ecliptic and meridian should be aligned to cross
very closely to one of the solstices so that
they will appear faid y perpendicular. The
sun should be moved with the annual
motion drive until it is fairly close to the solstice position chosen. This ensures that the
alias "stars" Mercury and Ven us are in the
starfield. When the "stars" of Mercury and
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room
one
minute pl(m(~tal'imn
lab session for the collection of
final
reduction.

Pr'o«:e(l u.re: If the dassroom teacher has
not been able to prepare the students beforeyou wiH need to use some slides
develop the ideas of heliocentric i-/<U.UUUA,
the definition of a parsec, and its relation to
the more familiar
If you
susoerld it from
at least 15 em When

XI

Y,

Xz

Y2

S

S/2

P

D (pc)

II

star
#1
star
#2
star
#3
star
#4

Shift

==

s

==

s/2 == half the shift, the true parallax in actual

ervat ons

P == heliocentric parallax == S/2/10. S/2 is divi
10 to
simulate the scale factor of 0".1 per day (Y axis) or
axis)
D

==

(X

lip, or the simulated distance in parsecs.

Prepare copies of the data sheet above for distri tion to
students on planetarium day. Below is a sample "parallax" 1
data chart with all calculations complet
SAMPLE DATA TABLE
SIMULATION OF HELIOCENTRIC PARALLAX
(see Figs 2 & 3)
S

X

P

3.35

1.67

0.01

Merc

-1.5

-0.5

Mars

1. 0

0.0

0.25

0.25

0.79

0.40

10.8

2.0

9.2

2.0

1.60

0.80

Venus
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S/2

-0.5

-4.7
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D(pc)

0.080
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EQUATOR.........

18 '""

(x- AXI

SUN'S APPROXIMATE POSlTI

HOUR CIRCLE t8

MERIDIAN (Y - AXl 5)

Figure 1: Preparation for Parallax Simulation
Set instrument date to 1992 January 22, Geographic Latitude should
be set to approximately 22.5 degrees with 18 hours and 30 minutes
on the meridian. Sun and moon off, planets and stars on.

~

.

'1

c!

~t

~
Figure 2 (Observation 1 )

Figure 3 (Observation 2 )

Mercury
Venus
Mars

Mercury
Venus
Mars

-1.5, 0.5
10.8, 2.0
1 . 0, 0.0
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-4.7, +0.5
2.0
9 .2,
0.25, 0.25
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In 1992, at the invitation of the Russian Academy
Sciences,
A. Gallant became the first American to take part in the ongoing
the cause of the catastrophic explosion that devastated
Siberian forest. It was the most powerful explosion on planet
civilization. The yet-to-be-determined nature of the cosmic
"Cosmic Mystery of the Century." This is an account
This 27-minute videotape, with narration, is available
by planetariums. Use the tape as is, or edit it any way
revised narration, for use in your planetarium shows.
III
III
III

$53 per tape for VHS format (USA, includes shipping)
$78 per tape for three-Quarter-inch format (USA, includes shipping)
$105 per tape in European format of your choice (in
g)

Mailing address: Southworth Planetarium
University of Southern Maine
96 Falmouth Street
Portland, ME 04103
USA

207-780-4249
One-half inch (VHS)
_Th re e -q u a rte r -inc h

MAIL to:

(CITY)

PAL

Planetarium
American Museum
West at 81st
"::Il ...................

NY 10024
As I write this, I have been in office
as IPS President for about a year, and so
here is a bit of a progress report on some
of my activities.
When running for the Presidency,
one of the goals I set was to increase the
"I" in IPS. I am pleased to say I believe
this effort is going well. At IPS '92, where
I stepped in as Acting President, the
Italian Planetaria's Friends Association
formally joined the Society and became
voting members at Council. At the
October 1993 Council Meeting in
Oklahoma City, the Japan Planetarium
Society was officially voted an affiliate
organization of IPS with their representative Dr. Kenichi Kato in attendance.
And this coming July, after considerable
behind the scenes activity, I fully expect
the IPS Council to be able to vote on the
admittance of three additional organizations: The Ukrainian Planetarium
Association, The Association of Russian
Planetariums and The Council of German Planetariums, with each preparing
to send representatives to the Conference. Meanwhile, other work is in
progress to reach out to colleagues in
India, China, southeast Asia and elsewhere. In addition, updated IPS Membership Information Pamphlets have
been created in French, German,
Spanish and Japanese <obtainable from
Donna Pierce, Undine Concannon and
myself) and others are planned in
Chinese and Arabic. IPS currently represents apprOXimately 600 planetarium
professionals in 25 countries around the
world and the numbers will continue to
grow.
Another goal I voiced was to foster
greater ties between IPS and the astroVol.
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nomical research community. Here at
Hayden in New York, we find contact
with the research community to be of
significant benefit in assisting us in
obtaining the latest information and
materials on newsworthy scientific discoveries as well as helping us to directly
bring the latest scientific findings to our
public. As part of this process, we regulad y bring research astronomers to New
York for visits with our staff and to give
lectures. No funding source is used.
Tickets sold to the public lectures, on
average, generate more than sufficient
revenues to cover the astronomer's travel expenses and provide a modest honorarium.
Some other planetariums do the
same and in an effort to further the
practice where there is interest, I placed
a notice in the October 1993 Newsletter
of the American Astronomical Society
soliciting researchers who would like to
give public lectures in their area or in
locations to which they will be traveling.
Inquiries and responses from interested research astronomers are now
being received As a data base is created,
I'll pass it on to regional representatives.
In the meantime, I welcome and encourage responses from other interested
astronomers and planetariums alike.
Please write or can if you would be
interested in lecturing or hosting a lecture or lecture series.
On another but related WCllveleulgIJ[l,
Lonny Baker is being missed at the
Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco
but has become a welcome addition to
the staff of the Astronomical
of
the Pacific. As I have told her, I look forward to working with her in her new
position to increase the ties between the
IPS and ASP both with
to our
educational missions and the creation
of stronger links to the astronomical
research community via the ASP.
Working with the media to further
the recognition of planetariums was
also a goal. In addition to over a hundred planetarium directors and staff getting to say "Good Morning America" at
the 1992 IPS Conference, Hayden has
been used in recent months for location
shooting for several reports on the Sci-Fi
Channel's Inside Space program. As part
of the effort, we taped a general behindThe Planetarian

the-scenes look at how ni£me'taJ"iUlm
Shows are created for I.s. and
last December's lunar
cast the message "visit your

activities.
If your institution hosted

eclipse
N.AD. activities
last year or two,
pnJte~ssilonal
quality
shot
affiliate and if you
this year, you can

to interest my
in
in
an advance feature on
ties
for this
events.
In an effort to influence the
of
on future "-"-" ..............

A ..... , . "

leaders from science museums,
tional television and other sectors
informal science education ...
Also
were leaders of
national educational initiatives
the National Science

'U'Ju.U.U .....LU ...

conversations
Section Head of Informal
Science Education at the National
vu.Uu.u ..... 'v .... , confirmed intere:st
Df()D()sals for

urn

C01UUIUftity

who are
to consider UTT'itiruJ
posals and I encourage you to
advice of such
as
and

Ratcliffe who have su(:ce;s1tLlly
such proposals. I also
mend that you consider
an
extremely helpful two-day Grant
Writing Workshop conducted each
Decem ber in Washington by the
Association of Science-Technology
Centers. In preparation, you will receive
and review actual
and
then have the opportunity to meet
with representatives of several funding
agencies including NSF to learn firsthand how to write successful proposals
that could bring you tens to hundreds
of thousands of dollars. For further
information write to:
Ms. Ellen Griffee
Government Relations Director
ASTC
1025 Vermont Ave., NW, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005-3516
(202) 783-7200

After much work, an updated 1994
IPS Directory is on its way to members.
Another will follow in early 1995. I
know many of you have been frustrated with the delays which have occurred
in this matter. I share those frustrations
and have lived with them very personally. When things
"off track," it
sometimes takes time to correct the
problem but we have now done this

,.....,.,. ........' ...1

continued from page 4)

Mo,oelA
I am a Master's candidate at the University of Florida working on a thesis concerning Armand Spitz and his early planetaria. I am also restoring the Spitz Model A
which the university bought in 1952.
As one facet of my research, I am trying
to determine how many Spitz Model As
remain in existence, how many still operate,
where units may be displayed or stored, how
many were traded back to the
company, and how many were sold elsewhere. I
have some information from Spitz, but it has
not answered all my
Therefore, I
turn to members of IPS.
My primary interest is information about
the Spitz Model A planetarium (a plastic star
baH without star lenses). Data about early
model A-Is (a metal star ball with bright star
lenses) could also be helpful, though, as the
two instruments shared many features and
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and are
to move ahead
I want to thank all of you who
n1"/~rnn.rl'U renewed and uPda1ted
na ..'ch ...... and
1.'~ .... ,V.. fY'"
as well as my hard working . . . ,JA............
around the world who provided me
with updated information and those
who worked tirelessly to reach out and
establish new contacts with nl ::l'nt:>t-~ ..,._
urns from eastern Europe to the former
Soviet Republics to the Far East. The
1994 Directory reflects all these additions and corrections.
I also want to thank all of you who
took the time to complete and mail the
questionnaire enclosed with your membership renewal notice. The information sought is vital to helping us promote the importance of planetariums
worldwide as well as help us better
understand what products and services
are most useful to you. Based on your
feedback, I will be working with
Undine Concannon, John Mosley and
the membership to create new columns
in The Planetarian, to
to cross
publish synopses of articles in other
planetarium publications, to
past IPS Special Publications still in
demand and to create new ones. If you
ha ven't filled out your questionnaire,
please do so or request a new one from
Keith Johnson. My pledge to
A ........,A ...... ; ..........., ..... ,....

,I"0 ....'........

accessories. In addition to the data
mentioned, I seek literature about and stories
or evaluations by IPS members who used
eady As.
Sources of spare parts and accessories, sugespegestions on fabricating
cially of the pointer (a ray gun
and
sun/moon/planet projector (a
adjusted series of nested disks), or leads about
units for sale, in whole or part, would be
deeply appreciated.
wi th IPS
FinaH y, I wish to
members who knew Armand
ly so I can better understand his methods of
salesmanship, education, creativity, and
losophy
planetaria. A
interest concerns the radio and
television programs titled My Stars, Sdence is Fun,
and Of Shoes and Ships, which Spitz conducted in the Philadelphia area.
Thank you.
Brent P. Abbatantuono
3141 Joyce Drive
Orlando, FL 32827-4920

communications between
ium
and IPS
but we need your feedback.
I look forward
to as many of you
IPS '94 in Cocoa. As Mike HUlttcm's

......... ,''''' .........".''' focus on the

A",,,",U."""-ILA

'98. We have excellent invitaitiOIlS

as
It is in these :;,...."n"" ..t-.,'ntthat you will hear about ....",.................
'rv'1a't"., and Affiliate activities
and where you can make
voice is heard
your local re)::lreientatives and your IPS Executive ""'-""' ....
In the
be in
ME~tlng.

"'HA

,u"- .....

The :sctlenlec1tad

uU"UU'UAA
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local astronomy dub is nm;uIllg
convention at that time and will not
to assist us.) We have a few tel(;~scc.pes
able but any
would r"'f"t-",i1nhr
within 1/2
anyone is interested,
518-382-7890.
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ANSWER: Thafs easy. Everybody asks about our theme song which
is t~ classic 'Ar~besq.ue #1' by Claude Debussy performed by
Tomita on the stili available "Snowflakes Are pancing- album (RCA)

•

ANSWER: Most TV stations air 'STAR HUSTLER' just before
nightly sign-off. However, due to 'STAR HUSTLER's' enormous
popularity a number of stations find the show's 5-minute format
can fit anywhere during the broadcast
and air the show more
frequently. local TV listings seldom
5-minute shows, so irs
best to call the station for the broadcast schedule.
QUESTION:

If I can' find 'STAR HUS1tER' on
staUon, how can Isee It where I

hometown PBS

ANSWER: 'STAR HUSTLER' is
free of
by WPBT,
Miami to ali PBS stations. If you can't find it, write or call your local
PBS station and ask if they will air it and remind them that it ~
available free of charge.
WA~~klv

ANSWER: No. In fac~ many astronomy dubs,
science
museums and planetariums have been taping 'STAR HUSTLER' off
the air and using it regularly as a way to reach their public.
QUESTION:

Is there

HUSTLER' other

than my
ANSWER: Yes. A month's worth of 'STAR HUSTLER' episodes are
fed monthly to a satellite from which all
stations take it for
their local programming. Ar:oome. with a satellite dish is welcome to
the satellite feed. Again, no permission is required. For satellite
feed dates and times call Monday through Friday (Eastern time)
305-854-4242. Ask for Mrs. Harper or Mr. Dishong.

I

several
not have access to a
can

obtain

TV

"... one of the few writers who can
translate sOfJ1hisiticated dis(~if)/~nes into
the science.
Nobel Laureate

If. . .

the

knows how to come down from
tower and make ,!:"""t,·,..",,,,,..,.,,,

..... 1never miss it. As someone

elsh. Is there

HUSTLER'?

ANSWER: Any teacher anywhere around the world can obtain 'STAR
HUSTLER' episodes in advance through their NASA C.O.R.E.
Teachers' Resource Center. For details write:NASA
lorain County Joint Vocational School; 15181 Route 58 South;
Obenin, OH. 44074.

involved in science
I'm enthralled
with Jack Horkheimer's science fact. "
John Nathan
Executive
'Dr. Who'

Produced in
with
Miami Museum of Science &
Transit Planetarium

textbook
and Music! This
how-to book details the use of ,.. ....................
ers to assist with creation and arrangement of music and devotes
tions to educational multimedia
cations.
To Thomas ..................,..
\~V
Planetarium) for his North Carolina
Science Teachers Association Award for
Distinguished Service in Science Education in a Non-School setting!
i-_

tte

JLJL ....

Donna
Highland
Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas
U.S.A.
work
692-9662 ,. . . .-. . ,..,.".r:.:t.
214 522-4515 fax -new
The National Planetarium Council:
Try it, you/lllike it! At SWAP, RMPA,
and GPPA's Triple Conjunction Conference in Oklahoma City last fall three
more of the seven IPS American affiliates ratified the proposed by-laws of
NPC giving a new voice for the United
States planetariums. Hopefully NPC's
organizational birth will be a quick one
with the desired results. I'm still of
mixed emotions over the real mission
of this organization because of the possible dilution of IPS goals. I understand
the independence of NPC from IPS but
as the old saying goes if you want something done, ask a busy person, which
will find many IPS members doing double duty for this organization. What
else is new?

Kudos:
To the Hubble Space Telescope First
Servicing Mission Crew for a job well
done! You've made a bunch of us elated!
To Mark and Carolyn Collins
Petersen of Loch Ness Productions on
wining the Grand Prize in the Contest
for Sdence Education sponsored by the
Case de Las Ciencias in Spain! In cooperation with the local government the
Case de Las Ciencias' contest promotes
public education in the sciences, and
the Petersen's Hubble Space Telescope:
Report From Orbit was selected from
entries from allover the world! Carolyn
was able to attend the presentation ceremonies in Spain (well, someone had to
do it!) while Mark was attending the IPS
4
94 Floor Plan Meeting in Florida.
To Jeff Bowen (Bowen Music Productions) for his contract with SAMS
Publishing Division of Prentice-Hall
Publications to author a college-level
36

outside Tucson! I'd love to
Conference there! ... Interested
reSl~arcjinl2' the h .. .,i-n ..
·'U

........... "-JlA"- ...

Lonny
with
Morrison Planetarium for 14 years, is
now with the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific! Way to go, Lonny! And, she
didn't have to move! ... Donna Favour
(Richardson I.S.D. Planetarium) broke
her ankle over the Holidays....
Bryant is moving from Oklahoma
to the Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex ....
Great hands-on exhibits at the new
Science Spectra in Lubbock .... Lorna
Waddell-Kremer is leaving the New
York area for Albuquerque and has
promised to visit me so we can
chocolate frosted coke ....
Planetarium laid off their director last
winter. Another financial black hole??
... Grace Scholz
wife of founder Dr.
Armand Spitz, visited Spitz, Inc. last
spring for the very first time! ... Paul
Kaplan (Castle Lane Productions) must
have a twin to do all the composing for
film, stage, television, and planetariums
he does! ... Each of us will be ...
out by the middle of May! Do
me
your eclipse stories! ... Only in Texas
could our Texas Educational
schedule a required T AAS test for that
day. Thanks to John Peterson (El Paso
LSD.
for
one of the
first to notify them! ...
Sankour
(Morrison Planetarium) is the one
should have recognized in
Duracel ads! You should also have recognized the Academy
at
Morrison as the one
the ad
that says the location was in Denver.
Ask Bruce Daniel (Russel Kelce Planetarium) about chocoholics in Kansas
City. Their cure can be had at a
called Andre's! ... Wayne
(Kirkpatrick Planetarium) had a
tarium used equipment sale last winter.
Thanks to the capital campaign
Kirkpatrick was able to update
automation system .... SEPA Annual
Conference will be in
North
Carolina, June 7-11, 1994....
formerly at the Redding Planetarium, is
now Publicity Manager for Biosphere 2
.Il.... "" ...Ily.u.u.

'-J. ....h ..........
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loves it-no stress, gorgeous .. ""',,,,.....,.,u ......
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ings, etc.! Bill was director of the St.
Marks Planetarium and Richland
Cosmic Theatre in the Dallas area for
years (and my first astronomy teacher).
He'd love to hear from you so drop a
note: William A. Dexter, 92 Barr Lake
Circle, Divide, CO 80814. ...
Guenter
(Pomeroy Planetarium) is teaching
more astronomy classes! ... Kudos to
Undine Concannon (The London Planetarium) and her Publications Committee on the translation of the IPS
brochure in three more languages! ...
Just think, Roger Reede and wife Karen
are touring Japan all this month!
formerly a professor of Earth/Space
Science at Southwest State University, is
on a sabbatical since last fall teaching
Astronomy and Geology at Akita, a sister university of M.S.U. They plan on
returning to the States this summer! ...
The new Space Gallery has opened at
the Merseyside Museum in the United
Kingdom running Loch Ness Productions and receiving very favorable
reviews! ... Kudos to Thomas Kraupe
(Forum der Technik in Munich) on the
successful opening with the new Zeiss
Jena Model VII projector! Glowing
reports from a former student of mine,
Harald Wolff, an exchange student who
has returned to Germany, were forwarded to me by letter and telephone
(twice!)! That fiber-optic illumination is
something to behold! Our own Bill
Gutsch (Hayden Planetarium) was there
as were many of the attendees from the
International Planetarium Directors
Conference ... Overheard on an inspection tour of the new projector at
Brevard Community College Planetarium (and our IPS '94 host): Oh, I see you
have a lift for the handicapped. Did
they think one would ride on the projector?? ... York Clamann's (Morgan
Jones Planetarium) grandson Thane is
more active than the new electrical system installed in the Planetarium! ...
Kudos to Gary Meibaum (St. Charles
Parish Planetarium) on the publicity for
his creative and innovative astronomy
programs to the community featured in
the Times-Picaynne newspaper! ...
Congratulations to Joe Tucciarone, staff
artist at Joe Hopkins Engineering, and
Jennifer Hamilton on their marriage
last December! ... I really enjoyed viewing The Cowboy Astronomer by Loch
Ness Productions! It's a real winner and
brought back many memories from my
years of living up at the Top of Texas!
Science Place 2 Planetarium is running
it in the Dallas area.... Lynn Moroneys
Vol.
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the
you
tarium at Fort
Isle of
is built into the wall of
the
Fort! ... Victoria 1J\J;I ....""'...... '"
Hall of
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Jlu. .............. JlJ.like some
I know (i.e.,
... Wow.
rick Planetarium unveiled
Venus exhibit! I love '"'''........
for a pllllnetal1Ulm presemcatllon
ing him. I must be the .........
... Kudos to Bowen Music Productions
on their 1993 CINDY Gold A ward
excellence in sound pnXltlC{llOn
educational
series! ... A facelift
at Jodrell Bank and a new star ball
increased
40%
David Lucas!
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on IPS Packets
in
ets sent to new installations
membership information on the
International Planetarium '",r,Cl.'!-'U
available in four 1'lY1,IT11"'lT,o.'"
addresses of IPS ottJlce1:S, ...."rn.'"rY'II" .... r' ....
a local IPS
close IPS
a resource list
(Astronomy Teaching Resources complied by April
and information
on school planetariums in the states. A
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(Focus, continued
activated in the darkened pl,metaI'imn with
the stars on, different students wiH see it in
front of different constellations. If time
allows, allow students to switch seats to verify this.
In the discussion below, the word "stars"
in quotes will actually refer to the
Mercury, Venus, and Mars,
one distracter. With the
described
above having been made prior to the students' visit, switch on the closer "stars" and
ask students to point them out with the
pointer flashlight.
that one reason
the stars were easy to find is their relative
closeness to the Earth.
Next, turn off the "stars" and run the
motion drive through 360
or one fun
rotation. Make sure that your machine's
annual motion drive is activated and working during this step! Then, switch the 44stars"
back on. Explain to the class that
are
now simulating another observation of the
same star field six months later. The "stars"
Mercury, Venus, and Mars, will have shifted
in position due to their
while the
distracter and all other stars will be located
in the same spot. Select a student to differentiate with the
among the
"stars" which displayed a
and the
"star" which did not. After the students have
made this preliminary
run the
daily motion drive backward for one sidereal
day. The IIstars" which
should return to their former po:S1t),OnIS.
this demonstration, one sidereal
alent to the six months of time reqluiJ~ed
the earth to reach the opposite side of the
sun in its orbit.
Students should now record the POSitilOlllS
of their "stars" on their
paper to be
labeled with the actual date that the lesson is
presented. The coordinates should be
expressed as ordered
Xl and YI (See
Figure 2). Now run the
motion drive
and have
forward again for one sidereal
students record the data
for the second
are now
observation. The ordered
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eXIJres,sed as X2 and Y2. The date
eXlpressed as a date which is six months later
than the
visit (See
Once the data has been

secs" is then found

S PIT Z, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

Tel: 215. 459. 5200

FAX: 215. 459. 3830

by:
Judith
Bartha
inton Ave. #107
Utah 84103

801-355-2022
This issue features guest contributor
Daniel Neafus, one of the planetarium community's most creative and innovative producers, as he describes the potential of the
fun dome video projection system that he
has helped to develop and put into practice
at the Gates Planetarium. Among some of his
more recent program credits have been stunning productions of Ramses II and Aztec
Skywatchers, both feature presentations in
collaboration with major exhibits from
Egypt and Mexico, hosted by the Denver
Museum of Natural History. It is always stimulating to hear about Dan's latest new projects and we hope that our readers will find
these leading edge developments both technologicallyand creatively edifying.

Photo 1: Test patterns used to determine color accuracy and sharpness illustrate the frame
size of large format video.
Video effects can supplement and even
replace complicated incandescent special
effect projectors. Video projection is technically complicated but once installed each
machine can display an infinite number of
moving images. Stored in electronic form,
using magnetic tape or optical diSC, video is
an efficient medium. Images are easily dupli-

cated, stored, and accessed for presentation. I
think of video as the ultimate special effect.
The selection and installation of the video
projection eqUipment in our theater had to
meet rigid criteria (see "Macromind Meets
Minolta," The Planetarian, September 1993;
"Big Video is in the Stars," Dave Conley and
Gary Musgrave, The Planetarian, December

II-Sky
P. Neafus
Planetarium
of Natural
History
Colorado, 80205

303-370-6395
The All Sky Circle editors asked me to
share some ideas about philosophy and
methodology for using large format video in
the planetarium. This topic has relevance to
other AU-Sky users since this system was
designed to be a hybrid video All-Sky.
The system functions differently from
true full dome imaging systems such as
Digistar or Omnimax. Video projection technology cannot compare to the resolution of
Omnimax or Digistar's fun dome coverage.
The system here at Gates however gives the
appearance of covering the entire dome.

40

Photo 2: Multiple images of the earth and moon appear and disappear at the comers of the
frames, yet no rectangular frame is visible.
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Photo 3: a nighttime space shuttle launch
1993). Large format video projection equipment must provide state of the art engineering, programmable control, high brightness,
reliability, and multiple source playback
(including computer). There was a fixed budget for the entire system (nothing unusual
about this). The production staff also
required that all 232 audience members seated in our concentric theater would see comparable images.
These requirements led to some compromises and unusual solutions. Our theater
seating is roughly divided into three sections. We decided to place three Sony 1270
projectors at 120 degree spacing around the
dome and a fourth projector aimed toward
the zenith. The projectors are securely fastened around the perimeter of the theater,
just below the spring line. (See page 42.)
We had the projector optics modified to
focus an image across our fifty foot dome.
The three perimeter projectors A, B, C, each
project an image 10 meters across and 7
meters high, 12 meters diagonally. The
zeni th image is 4.5 meters by 6 meters and is
adjusted to display a true 4.5 meter circle
(photo #1). The projectors have digital adjustment for sizing, convergence, keystoning
and fade to black.
If you have read this far you realize that
this system does not project small video rectangles. The combined effect of all four projectors covers approximately 70 percent of
the dome's surface with video. Although this
configuration of equipment is unusual I
believe the philosophy of how we impIe-
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ment it is relevant to anyone producing full
dome imagery.
For effective presentation of large format
video only the finest available eqUipment
should be used. We use laserdisc and
Betacam S.P. exclusively within our shows.
Professional video eqUipment like this provides frame accurate control (to 1/30 of a sec-

ond) and reliable automated playback
less accurate machines or sloppy programming may result in assaulting the audience
with brilliant flashes of unsynchronized
video as the eqUipment tries to lock to a
nal. The Spice (SkySkan) automation system
routes any of the tape or laserdisc sources
into any or all of the projectors as a show
progresses.
To preserve image quality, stick with quality sources. Large images magnify any flaws;
even the finest digital video suffers when
expanded into 12-meter images. Excessive
video noise, inconsistent color, and poor
contrast make many video sources unsuitable for a planetarium. Video artifacts such
as raster lines can be nearly eliminated with
a line doubler.
Video projectors should be used for what
they do best-display moving images. I have
found that viewers may be bothered by stationary video art and titles. They focus their
attention on image quality instead of content. Moving images however, provide much
more information for an observer to process.
I often hear the comment that the moving
imagery was "amazing" but the titles were
fuzzy. Avoid using video to display stationary images. Even quality video cannot compare with the image of a projected slide.
Too much motion should also be avoided.
Audiences have become desensitized to the
fast pace of movies and television. Producers
compensate for this by increasing the visual
and aural excitement of the programming.
However when fast paced, bouncing and

Photo 4: High contrast images of antique telescopes against a dark background completely
eliminate the frame of reference.
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choppy imagery is displayed in a darkened
dome it becomes fatiguing. Selected dips
should be dean, smooth, and appropriate.
When the right shot is chosen it can greatly
enhance a presentation.
Television and film presentations are produced to be viewed within a confined
IIframe" work. Slides and motion picture film
are recorded in a rectangular film IIframe"
and typically displayed on a rectangular
screen. Television viewers focus their attention on the rectangular "frame" of a video
screen. Modern producers of movies and
television use a proven set of guidelines to
help direct the audience's attention towards
a focal pOint within the confines of the
screen. When done effectively, the viewer
concentrates on the message, not the medium. To be successful with modem audiences
this philosophy must be adapted to a domed
screen.
I believe that one of the most important
considerations for effective use of multiple
large format video images in a dome is how
images move on and off the screen.
Planetarium producers are aware that the
spring line is the primary boundary of a
dome. A bright image rising onto the dome
against a dark background results in an exciting and believable scene (photo #2). This is
particularly effective and easy to achieve
with video. The image of a planet zooming
and falling out of view is also very effective.
The background of a photographic image

Photo 5: An astronaut carries out his duties on
is often as important as the
itself.
When using video try to apply the same rule.
If possible select scenes that have a COlmrnementary background, usually black. A
time launch of the space shuttle (photo #3) is
more pleasing than one surrounded by a
"frame of blue sky" recorded during a day-

time launch. The
"frame of retlerenCI;!"
on a
launch is the horizontal
line. The audience is unaware of the
sides of the
and it
planet:arillllD starfield.
of unframed

A

GATES

PLANETARIUM
THEATER

Top View Of Projection System
Drawn By: Daniel Neafus
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sense of realism and involvement in a dome
remove all references to the
of the
video image.
much of the
existing library of video and film does not
fall into this category
"unframed"
Planetarians have
unframed
for decades.
images into their
Jordan Belson described his
work
Vortex at Morrison
in 1960
(Gene Youngblood,
Cinema, E. P.
Dutton & Co., New York, p. 389). "We
mented with projecting
that had no
motion picture frame lines; and used
that didn't touch the frame Hnes. It had an
uncanny effect: not only was the image free
of the frame, but of space somehow, it
hung there three dimensionally because
there was no frame of reference." This
nomenon is as effective today as it was thirty years ago and it
to
forma t video projection.
Video images can
appear on the
dome, perhaps as a distant dot, without referand then
ence, zoom doser, pass
slowly drift into oblivion. The observer
remains unaware that the
and
ended near the corners of the frame. Some
fine examples of this type of
are
seen on Terence Murtagh's animations on
Sky-Skan laserdiscs. When we
three
or four different sequences sinnuJlta;ne~Ju!ily
the audience is surrounded with
images.
The videographer must be aware of the
unique reqUirements of
a video
image on a darkened domed surface and
anticipate how it will appear to an audience.
Our videographer shot a set of
brass
instruments
black velvet while
zooming and
from left to
(photo #4). The
motion resulted in
very impressive images that had no obvious
frame edge.
Video producers use electronic methods to
correct images. Electronic
is
to video tape sequences that would other-

Lo<J\JU . . . .

d

s
Planetariums, science
professionals are
vent eye injuries .........
May 10, 1994.
Because this is an ...........
phase will be
need is

wise be unusable in a dome. An electronic
black frame appears much like a KodaHth
mask on the video and is
created with
the
Professional
eqlupment, like that found at television stations and service bureaus, will maintain
broadcast stmdard
when the video is
edited.
A computer
background can be
another elecinserted behind an actor
tronic trick called "blue screen" or "the
shot a
scene of a reporter
in front of an
of the Moon's surface with m
Earth and stars behind him. There was no
"frame" reference to the sides or above him.
The use of blue screen
offers
many
for
video with
other
images.
Horkheimer is
treated
in Star HU!itler as he stroUs
into a starfield.
Most
users have a
montage
that surrounds the audience with dozens of
different types of galaxies. This alone is a
the scene takes on An·H ... ,~lu
crowd
new dimension when combined with multiple video 5,.. aA.l"'''.
'-UA~U''''''''''' a
Way animation
,lI>.
video and
appearance of fun dome video prc)J~:m)n.
A wormhole transition is created when a
zenith vortex video effect is combined with
video colors
downward rarlaclmJ,y
from the other three n1i""io,r+," ......
Planetarium also has full dome atr:no~;ptlerilc
effects that have been combined with video
an
sequences. These include
audience with a full dome underwater effect
while
a video animation
underwater
vehicle.
the most debated aspect of
to visualize scenes in a concentric environment is whether or not to present mtl1tJlplles
of the same
With our control system
the
staff can try mmy variations

£"0.1'... +0. ...'"
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A ...................... .Ill....'

viewing methods.
A packet
and distributed in
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with
video
Often the decision

~'<Alilt-rlhi1l1,<T

C'OIIlman,d.

an
video
For
recorded from the NASA Select
the Hubble
The HS.T. was
dark
starfield. The cargo
the bottom of
while an astronaut was shown sus:pe]~aE~a
the robot arm far outside of
showed the same
all
v"..r';o,~+,...."", md the effect worked
Another ~t-", .. Hinrr
system was discovered
accident.
installed Macintosh IIfx COlmTllut~~r
the theater with four video cards.
is routed to
of the pro1jec:tors

a daz,zUrlg
patterns DOUnClnlg
screen to screen. The fun dome
even more impr~~ssilve
generate bouncinlg
fish and toasters.
Innovative uses of

when
motion is added to the scene, with
combination more believable
some of the ideas n"'~~"'nt-",'rl
in this article will be U!ieful to other
ers. Creative and kno",rle(lge:ab.le
will
sustain the
urn.
OUf

sincere thanks go out to Dm
up

cube inside a
may connpassiGln

A

f r

ri

I
#'II .... _. n"IIl !II'U

This time the ;;:)lUI: Il;iU
more toward
and
of teddy
and an adventure
team up with the electronic Game
and search for life.
thirst for ........ " n n.... '
sure surprise. This show includes lots of
(such as free admission for
Price: 040.00 (if

,..r.c~rnr\II'\""1

show that takes the audience to the
of
of the universe. Features include: narration

his niece, "'1~I"'IInla
accessible; UD··lo-oal:e ,..''\nti~nt·
sees brief shows about the various theories of the
Price: $1190 (wi allskies),
(w/out allskies), if
otherwise $1310 (wi allskies), $1140 (w/out allskie:s)
Don't miss our
of classic shows -Twelve feature
(as low as $720)
Two preschool shows (with or without "' ...0._ ..0,1"'1'\'1'1"'10,1"'1
Seven family shows
two hit
Four mini-shows
A complete oa~CK:::lae
Write, call or fax
catalo«::me

Bus and

Let us send
show
which will tell you what
special
as which slides are furnished and which
audition the
before
ask us for an audio cassette of
be
or we'll refund your money

Rochester Museum & Science Center

Develop your skills
Strasen burgh
individual . .
internships. Applications are now
The Strasenburgh Planetarium has a
seating 229, with a Zeiss
. . . . .". .
Application
1,
A .... .., ......." "

,o.roi-".......

Write or

Rochester Museum & Science Center

nrnla"'i~n ..~

for

Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
The biggest space news at the time of this
writing is that the complex series of fixes to
the ailing Hubble Space Telescope last
December appears to have been successful.
The preliminary images look good, and if all
continues to test out well, we may-by the
time of this reading-be getting pictures and
data up to the promised potential of Hubble.
(Can you hear me knocking on wood?) That
would be good news indeed-and as good a
reason as ever to be on the mailing list for
NASNs Hubble Space Telescope and
Astrophysics Missions Slide Set.
NASA began the service a couple of years
ago as Hubble and some other missions
(COBE and the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory, for example) began to produce
and return data When I signed on to get the
free service, I received a three-ring notebook
with selected Hubble and other slides in plastic slide-holder pages accompanied by
descriptive information on the slides, all of
which could be secured in the notebook.
Every year, NASA sends me a set of between
10 and 20 slides, which have been very useful in talks and planetarium programs.
Just recently I received a ten-slide set for
1993, ranging from more views of those
Orion Nebula "proplyds" (NASA's new term
for protoplanetary disks) to exotic galaxy
cores and a galaxy cluster some seven billion
light years away. Also included were a number of short publications on the Hubble service mission-interesting stuff even after the
mission.
If Hubble is really seeing clearly now, the
1994 set ought to be dynamite. If you don't
currently subscribe to this service and would
like to, contact Lori Keesey, BDM Federal,
409 Third St., SW, Suite 340, Washington, OC
20024 USA, telephone 202-479-5290. These
are nice slides and information to have, as
goodness knows what Hubble will find in
the months and years to come.

Musk News
Loch Ness has recently come out with a
new "Geodesium" album by Mark Petersen
caned Anasazi." It features music designed
to evoke impressions of two early North
II
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American cultures: the Anasazi of the American Southwest and the Aztecs of central
Mexico.
Mark used electronic keyboards, synthesizers, and digital recordings of exotic instruments to create the music, which originally
appeared in the Loch Ness show scores for
liThe Cosmic Climate Connection," a program from the Lakeview Planetarium in
Peoria, Dlinois (which theorized about the
disappearance of the Anasazi as a result of climate change), and liThe Aztec Skywatchers"
from the Gates Planetarium in Denver,
Colorado. I also recognized one of the pieces
from the McDonnell Space Theater's
"Gateway to Infinity" program from the St.
Louis Science Center, which featured the
nearby ruins of Cahokia in its opening segment. The music is divided into two "suites:"
the Anasazi Suite" and the Aztec Suite."
Individual pieces within the two suites range
from 18 seconds to six minutes, and there's
almost an hour of music here.
The album notes indicate that the pieces
are not trying to recreate authentic music,
but to convey lithe flavor of time a thousand
years ago-with the instruments of today."
And I think the album succeeds very well.
This is nice music: atmospheric,
laced with flutes and drums and chimes and
voices, creating a variety of moods in which
to conjure up mental pictures of these Indian
cultures. I found it a very pleasant listen, and
I think it would be great music to have if
you're doing a program on North American
Indian astronomy or culture, or simply want
to evoke that sort of mood. It's also a fine
choice for your gift shop shelf; we have an
extensive inventory of books and gifts with
Native American themes at our museum,
and I'm sure we11 be adding it to ours.
II Anasazi" is available on cassette for $10
U.S., ($4.50 wholesale) and compact disc for
$15 U.S. ($7.50 wholesale), plus $2 handling ($5
for countries outside of North America). For
more information or to order, contact Loch
Ness Productions, P.O. Box 3023, nOUH.ler,
Colorado 80307 USA, telephone 303-4550611, fax 303-455-1742.
Incidentally, Loch Ness reports that its 30minute Video, "Hubble Space Telescope:
Report from Orbit" (mentioned in a previous
column) recently won first prize in the sixth
annual Casa de las Ciencias Premios para la
Divulgacion Cienti(ica, a competition for the
year's best Videos, books, and original texts
for the promotion of science, technology
and nature. The contest was sponsored by
the House of the Sciences, a science museum
and planetarium in La Corufia, Spain, in conjunction with the Office of the Governor of
Galicia, Spain. The Loch Ness entry bested 72
others from around the world. CongratuII

lations to Mark and

excellence in sound Pf()Qtlctilon
cationallaserdisk series. CongratulC:ltic)fls
Jeff Bowen and company.
Jeff also writes that he's
with the SAMS

II
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applications. Sounds like sOlmethilng
may be of interest to
Jeff also let on that he and plalnetarimn
composers John Serrie, Mark Petersen, Paul
Kaplan, and Robert Resetar will be featured
in concert
the
reception of the IPS conference in Cocoa, Florida
this summer-along with ..-.rt.,-."I"I' plarletcuium song
Hopkins. It
conference off to a rousing start!

I realize that the Christmas

nnIH1'~1:1~

be three months past as you

item arrived too late for inclusion
winter column. So think of it as
up on next December.
Atlas Video recently sent me a copy
new video release entitled 41Christmas
The Mystery of the Star
York Films of
our
fession's own Terence Murtagh from Great
Britain and David Taylor. It
takes
the historical and astronomical mystery
story that some
present
around Christmastime and
it
video form-to my knowledge, for the first
time.
If
ever researched and nll"rvil1rPi1
planet:arilLl.m program on the biblical Star of
.u.. '.UA'.. an.AU, you'H find yourself in familiar
t,r"Y'lI"iti"\I"U The video proposes the pfl~mise:
the gospel of Matthew tens of a star that
guided the Magi to the infant
after his
birth; if the account referred to a real astronomical event, what might it have been?
Then the programs considers aU of the
questions-when Jesus may have been
when Herod may have
who the
were, what historical and astronomical
records exist to
us-and rounds up
the usual suspects: meteors, comets,
novae/supernovae, and ~H'''''''.UU

tions, wedging in much astronomical information about them.
In this presentation, the threads weaving
things together are largely the contentions
and speculations of astronomer and writer
David Hughes of Sheffield University in
England, who favors the triple conjunction
ofjupiter and Saturn in Pisces in 7 B.c. as the
star, and proposes a date for the birth ofjesus
based on his theories. But room is provided
for alternative views, including the VenusJupiter conjunctions in Leo a few years later,
and other possibilities. And the program
wisely leaves the question open at the very
end (whether miracle, myth, or astronomical
event, what really matters is ...)-as is done in
most planetarium versions.
In other words, this is a fairly standard,
careful treatment of the subject. I don't mean
that as a critiCism, but as a strength: it's an
appropriate treatment, I think, and-if you
run such a show-one that you'n probably
find very compatible with your own presentation. And besides that, this is a beautifully
crafted production.
The SO-minute program is produced in an
appealing documentary style with a nicelyworded script, fun' of wonderful location
shots and reenactments in Israel, England,
and Germany, breathtaking time-lapse photography of the sky from the American
Southwest, and excellent computer graphics
and background music. "Talking head"
sequences are spare and short and nicely
framed; they include mostly David Hughes
in Israel, but also Donald Yeomans from the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in California,
astrophotography expert David Malin in
Great Britain, and our own
from the Griffith Observatory in CaJlitoifnia,
offering assorted thoughts.
My qUibbles are small, involving little
details-things like a statement that sunlight
is blotted from the lunar face "for a few
moments" during a speeded-up lunar
simulation in the Herod section (true in the
simulation, but not in real life), or Hughes
talking about Venus low in the evening sky
beckoning and "twinkling" (when it mostly
doesn't), or wanting a bit more clarification
for the uninitiated about what those beams
were coming off the spinning neutron star in
the supernova section. But these are mostly
nits to pick; overall, I was very favorably
impressed by the video treatment of this
interesting and often controversial subject. I
found it a very professional production.
"Christmas Star" sells for $19.95 US./ and is
packaged and distributed by Atlas
Inc., 4915 St. Elmo Avenue, Suite 305,
Bethesda, Maryland 20814 USA, telephone
301-907-0030, fax 301-907-9049. As I mentioned earlier, the standard treatment makes
it compatible with most
presen-
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tations of the

If you present some verpI(Jm(;~ta]['ium,

or have an

to establish network
sites.
One of the Df()DJlelIlS

your audience, this
item to consider for your
who might like to go away with sornethirag
in hand about the

The aforementioned video contains a
Sunsor has created
zero to 120 which furlctilons
2:fCmrlQ-lleVel UV in+PTu:ihl
another source of rn""l'''''·~P'''_('f,''n,tl> .. ",
effects: Planisphere
Tony tlU1ttelrHe~Hl,
Winter
Florida 32792 USA, tej~eprlOnle
407-679-6018.
creates customized computer
objects and animation with an
4000
computer with a 68040 processor, on a program called
and output from a
24-bit Video Toaster 4000 card His creations
are transferable to video at 30 frames per second with output resolutions of 752 x 480 or
1504 x 960, or on
or film at a resolution
of 3008 x 1920. Rather than
laser
disk of
scenes, his
customized work to plametar'iWTI Dr()(lUc:ers
based on their
for star shows to
tarium theaters) for mCJvle-thrlou£hs.
other
I've seen some
sequences he's created, and I tn()U$~m
were very
done. He offers his
tornizing services at a rate of $1 US.
frame
($30 per second) for
institutions
for most
and at a rate of
second for Tru'_r. ..,nT.T cOlmpaniles. Planis:phere
Productions will be ""'. . ""n ....
California in May, but
writes that he
will have a booth at the IPS conference
Cocoa. You may wish to stop
and see
work there.
.><UU .... A . . '"

As the ozone
of skin cancers rise YlrII'IC1YlII{1P the ultraviohow much
let section of the
of it reaches the earth-is
a matter
of h-H· .. ",,,,d,,,, ....

their exposure risk-is Sunsor, Inc., 1388

967-0580. The company is cUITenltly ottlerirl£
their ultraviolet
method at no
to science centers and related facilities, to
get the word out and UU1Il1tatcely
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which

yourSU]lScre«~n-'Dr()tect{~d

romp in the sunshine before you
:il.e.

how often you
your exposure,
that such

ciated materials to the
in selected
markets for a cost of around $30 U.S.
Ultimately, the company
to able to
offer a product costing around $20 U.S.
People can use the kits to do their own UV
monitoring and plan their exposure or protection accordingl y.
Sherwin also indicated that one of their
goals is to develop a real-time network of UV
monitoring stations that would anow the
creation of UV gradient maps similar to the
temperature and pressure maps used by
weather forecasters. Such a data-conecting
system would also be useful, I would think,
for monitoring the state of the embattled
ozone layer.
Given how much of our work includes
using or explaining some aspect of the electromagneticspectrum, this strikes me as an
interesting and worthwhile project to get
involved in-with some intriguing exhibit
possibilities. And given all the protect-yourseIf-from-the-sun campaigns (I especially like
the Australian "Slip, Slap, Slop" slogan-slip
on a shirt, slap on a hat, slop on some sunscreen), it would be a useful public service to
the public better understand what
ultraviolet radiation is, what it does.. how we
can protect ourselves from undue exposure,
and that it's in our best interest to hang on to
the ozone layer.
If you'd like to participate, write or caB
George Sherwin at the above address or telephone number and ask for a monitoring kit
at no charge for your science facility. He
indicated that Sunsor would welcome
requests from science centers and related
facilities outside of the US. as well as within.
We're all in this together, after aU.

Speaking of sun protection, those of you
preparing your Udon't look at the sun without protection" warnings for the year's two
major solar eclipses may be interested in a
product from Rainbow Symphony, 6860
Canby Avenue, Suite 120, Reseda, CA 91335
USA,818-708-8400.
The company is offering "Eclipse Shades"
for solar viewing: cardboard glass frames fitted with neutral density 5 mylar filters. Our
museum stocked up on these glasses for the
1991 eclipse, and they sold like hotcakes; we
sold out minutes before the start of the
eclipse in Montana
Among the things I like about these glasses
is ease and comfort of use; you can watch the
sun safely and keep your hands free if need
be. I also like the warning labels imprinted
on the glasses. There are clear instructions for
use, clear warnings about looking at the sun,
and a statement that the glasses should be
damaged,
inspected before use and if
Vol.
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don't use them-cut them up and throw
them away. And it's a nice souvenir of the
eXlperierlce and useful for sun
at
other times, too.
The glasses are available at a range of
prices
on the quantity ordered,
from 75¢ U.S.
for 500, 30¢
for
10,000, to 23¢ US.
for SO,OOO, including custom
The information I
received indicated that orders with no
imprint can be ..>AU'PP''''~ immediately; custom
orders take two to three
weeks.
Since the home office of Rainbow
Symphony was
at
the January 17 Los Angeles
called Mark Margolis to make sure they were
still in one
Although
were still
being rattled by significant aftershocks as of
this writing, he reported that all was well,
the company hadn't missed a beat, and
orders were
accepted and
Contact Mark at the above address or telephone number for more information or to
order. And good luck for clear skies if
within the viewing area in
November!

And speaking of saving the ozone
NASA, the Virginia Space Grant Consortium,
and the Old Dominion
Academic
Television Services are """'...... " n .. inrr
conference series in
"Mission EarthBound," which will hi~~hligtlt
scientific research 11nrl"",.luiin<T
to Planet Earth" ...... ,n""r..social, and political
research, and the challenges in ImpH~mentsolutions based on the research. It's
designed for educators of students in
but my information indicates that the
series is also designed to provide m{~anin~~tul
educational
for students and
adults-which means your students can
watch, too.
The series consists of six
live,
interactive broadcasts on the
topics: the "Mission EarthBound" program,
cosmic perspective on the earth's atmosphere, what
ozone is and
what's happening to it, the climate system
and climate modeling, greenhouse gases and
climate change, and
and solutions
to
The programs
are supposed to upgrade
and
instructional skills, and include
.,."·tiinrr
gUides and materials sent to registered sites
about two weeks in advance. There's a licensing fee of between $10 and $50 U.S. plus $3
shipping and handling depending on the
type of site, which gives you satelHte receivinformation, taping rights, and the
A u ' I H l l ... UL ....... "

Mission EarthBound series
my notice arrived
for inclusion in the winter column,
series is half over as you read, with
broadcasts scheduled for March
29, and
27. The
news is
whole series will be made available
lI2-inch video tape at a cost of $10 US.
program, or $60 for the
$3
and A..
U.,.,..
guide is also available at a cost of $10
$3
and nanrurnlg.
4J. . . . . . . . .

you can contact Old Dominion
Academic Television Services,
Hall, Norfolk,
23529 USA, te.l€~pn~Jne
804-683-5173. For additional intonmatiOln

vard, Mail
23681 USA, tele~ph~:me
Notice of another
videoconference series from NASA caBed
Teachers" also arrived after the winter
one more program
and has
on
3. The program is entitled
nautics HH!n-:'l.nl~ea KeSealrCJ1," cOJ1CI::!ntratlng
on mathematics and chjemistlY alPpJlicGlticms..
To
(and get free educational
write to NASA, Education Division,
Code FEO-2,
20546.

Over the last few months, I've Co!lectea
cata1ol~s that may be of
received the 1994 .......... '..........
Scientific "Annual Resource
Educators, Students, and Inventors,
with its usual treasure trove of science
m(:lu«linlg many astronomical ones
poster maps of the moon and Mars..
a
if you don't have one, write
Edmund Scientific
101 East
cester
NJ 08007 USA.
I've also received the latest
Cotton
1640 West Walnut
Street,
lllinois 60612 USA, teJt:~phIDne
800-782-7798 or 312-850-2545, fax .>I£.-o.",r
Cotton
offers a wide
ety of T-shirts with clever
many
them astronomical or related. Contact
company at the above address for a copy.
I've ",r""i ..."rI
Another
is "Bits and Pieces-The Great International
Puzzle Collection."

IO:l1T·W...
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CustomMulti-Media

Control Systems
ScreenMaster & ScreenMaster P.C., VC-12 Video
and SMPTE Stepper, for total control of your media

Effects Projectors
Rotating Planets & Planet Chords, Meteor Showers, Strobes,
Emulators, Scene Machines, All-Sky Sytems and Effects.

Show Kits
"Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories ': "Daughter ofthe Stars ".
More exciting shows in production now.

Production Facilities
Original artwork by staff artist Joe Tucciarone.
using our in house recording studio and professional

Audio VisualEquipment
Representing Major AIV Manufacturers:
Wiko Lamps, Panasonic, Jve, Tascam/Teac,

Sound & Lighting Design
Experienced, professional designers and
highest quality in your acoustic and luminous

on

ensure

Laser Systems
Multi-color portable laser systems that produce high quality .'. . . ,,. . . . . ,....,"'"'U'
graphics animation are available at affordable lease or leasel purchase

1- OO-JHE-

b

etwo
Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium
Systems

Sue
Onondaga Madison
B.O.C.E.S. Planetarium
PO Box
Syracuse, New

USA
Phone (315) 433 - 2671
FAX (315) 433 - 1530

SREYNOLD@ONONDAGA.BITNET
As you can see by the materials
request list, you are keeping me busy
with filling orders. No new materials for
my files this time. Please send more neat
"stuff" when you get a chance. Thanks
to my boss, Mike Flood., I am kept posted on new developments in the broader
community of science educators. He
recently brought two interesting publications (described below) to my attention. It is wonderful to see it stated that
basic knowledge of astronomy related
topics is finall y being viewed in the
USA as a requirement for being "educated".
BENCHMARKS for Science

A new publication you might find
interesting states on the back cover:
"The terms and circumstances of
human existence can be expected to
change radically during the next
human lifespan. Science, mathematics,
and technology will be at the center of
that change-causing it, shaping
responding to it. They will therefore be
essential to the education of today's
children for tomorrow's world. What
should the substance and character of
be?"
Vol. 23, No.1, March 1994

' _ , " , o u n n in
the
year Halley's Comet was last
is a
effort of scientists and educators on behalf of all children. Its purpose is to help transform the nation's
school system so that all students
become well educated in
mathematics, and technology."
"Today's young
will, as
adults, greatly influence what life on
earth will be like in
the year
Halley's Comet next returns. Being literate in science is condition for doing so
responsibly, as well as or living a full
and interesting life. BENCHMARKS for
Science Literacy (1993) and its companion publication, Science For All Americans (1989), contribute to that end"
Both of these books are
by the Oxford University Press, Inc.
(200 Madison
New
NY
10016 USA) for the American Association For The Advancement of Science.
You may want to include these . . ,....~ ....'~A,..,
books in your collection of reference
materials not only as sources of
cation for your programs (in the USA
anyway!) but also to keep your programs focused on the simple basics
everyone on earth should understand
Both publications make a
case
for including space science and astronomy concepts as
for basic science literacy.
The following is a
from
Science For All Americans. "Humans have
never lost interest in trying to find out
how the universe is
how it
works, and where they fit in the cosmic
scheme of things. The
of
our understanding of the architecture
of the universe is surely not _~"~A""'A_~_,
but we have made great progress. Given
a universe that is made up of distances
too vast to reach and of
too
small to see and too numerous to count,
it is a tribute to human
that
we have made as much progress as we
have in accounting for how
fit
together. All humans should
in the
of
to know their
universe better."
four of BENCHMARKS for
Science Literacy is called The Physical
and it deals specifically with
The Universe, the
Processes That
Shape The Earth, Structure of Matter,
Energy Transformations, Motion, and
'h':ll-nt-.", ..
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Forces of Nature.

cussion and
about such
derables are common in the ""'U"J"'A'~&
'''''U",,'ri',ron them seems
able. The curriculum
focus
dences and ideas that
children-for OV'~nr1I'nIA

l1n1"iO'lICrU'li.

nature.
eventual .......
able motions in the

rlO.·C'l"'l'nrilna

and

age
shows and lessons
my curriculum for schools.
The New York State

space science to be achieved at the elementary, intermediate and commencement levels. You can check with your
state education agency to see if they
have developed a similar document
that you can obtain.

I hope to see you at this wonderful
bi-annual conference. The opportunities for conferring and sharing with
your fellow mini and portable . . . 1", ..... ,.,. .. " .. ium users increase each time this event
occurs. That is probably due to the fact
that there are over 1000 portable planetaria and probably as many small stationary domes world wide now. IPS is
meeting our needs by providing opportunities for more papers and workshops
that are of specific interest to us. Come
and receive an exciting Unatural high"
by associating with your small dome
colleagues.

Video in
At the last Great Lakes Planetarium
Association (GLPA) meeting Steve
Mitch (Benedum Natural Science
Theater, Oglebay Park, Wheeling, WV
26003 USA) spoke of using a Fuji video
projector in Starlab with great success.
All you need to get is a projector for
$400-$1200 (just depends on how
much money you have to spend!) and a
small VCR.

Great New Slides:
At the same conference Jenny Pon
(Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, MI 48824 USA)
donated two wonderful sets of slides to
the GLP A slide bank. These slides were
taken by her and are a series of 10 shots
of the June 1991 Planet Gathering and 16
shots of the 1992-93 Mars Loop in
Gemini. They are great teaching tools.
Thanks Jenny for braving those cold
Michigan nights.
The GLP A 35mm slide bank contains a selection of over 2,000 slides
which may be duplicated The current
film charge is $0.50 per slide, (including
postage). The slides you select are
copied and the unprocessed film is sent
to you. It is your responsibility to then
have the film processed To access the
GLPA Audio-Visual file contact Mitch
50

Koch Science Center PlaneEvansville
411 S.E.
Ri verside
IN 47713
(Phone 812-425-2406).

As you can see we are ........ ,~ ..... ~
users who also have small
domes. Most
are gellerated
my attending
MAPS, and GLP A conferences and letting
know about
IPS files. Please spread the word at your
regionals and in newsletters and permake my column available to
your local
Lots of
need
and word of mouth works
best.
Vicki Albritton \~LA""A"" t.lenlenltarv
Hero and Austin
Ft.
31313 USA) is a sixth
teacher who needed YV'I..-"f-"" ..'",l .. esr>eCLalIy about legends and
Dori Anderson (894 Sand
Road, Bowling
OH 43402
uses a Minolta-1 with students
come to her location at the """yy,,~<,,'~~VY
Bill Berry (West
School, 408 West
Imperial, PA 15126 USA) has an
Viewlex with a 4.8m dome. He
teach astronomy to
and 8th
grade students. In my spare time present programs for any teachers who
wish to
their class to the middle
school."
Jeff Bowen
Music
UU.'-'-llV!Jl;), 3590 North Meridian
Indlianlap()lis. IN 46208
to see what materials are
various grade levels.
Dave Deremer
Horwitz
Waukesha, 222
kesha, WI 53186 USA) uses an
a under 6.lm dome with 38 seats.
school district curriculum ~~f'~T."~~
for each class each year in
2, 3, 5, 6, and 8.
Candyce Dickey
tOI, Yorktown
Smith, Yorktown, IN 47396
runs a
1968 Spitz in a 7.2m dome which seats
35 people. She says, "The Mt. Pleasant
school district repaired the
this year and wants to reinstate the
planetarium director with 2 shows
yearly for K-12 plus
shows. At
.r1LU'-,/':,J.A'-U.
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bIes ..."

school audiences.
Wes Orloff
tor, Euclid

Street, Euclid, OH 44123 USA) runs a
A4 at a high school where students come to him. He's putting together a mobile observatory (and maybe
Starlab) to be used by a local astronomy
group (CRAP) in the Cleveland area He
says the Chagrin Valley Astronomy
Association uses Starlab.
Kenneth Perkins ( 6624-12 Avenue
North, St. Petersburg, FL 33710 USA)
wanted some information about the
new French portable planetarium,
Cosmodysee II. (I am hoping to see this
planetarium presented at IPS '93,)
James T. Pike (Planetarium Director,
Mt. Clemens High School, 155 Cass
Avenue, Mt. Clemens, MI 48043 USA)
has a Spitz A3P. Students are brought to
the planetarium.
Gaylon Powell (District Science

Coordinator, Vernon Township Public
Schools, PO Box 99, Route SIC, Vernon,
NJ 07462-0099 USA) writes: liThe
Vernon Township school district purchased Starlab last year and many
teachers have been trained to operate
the unit. As the use of Starlab is being
implemented into our curriculum, the
search is on for lesson and unit plans
that can assist teachers in planning and
conducting lessons."
Rod Thompson (Planetarium Director, 6451 Center Street, Mentor, OH
44060 USA) has a Spitz S3F under a 10m
dome. Grades 1-6 in twelve different
schools come for one visit per year.
Jerry Underfer (Grants Consultant,
5600 Pleasant Valley, Manitou Beach,
MI 49253 USA)
April Whitt (Fern bank Science Cen-

wishes
your expertise!
Gina Wunderle
tor, StrongSVille
Lunn Road, V"'.'JA..."..""
USA) has a Spitz A3P under a 10m
Second and fifth
riculum. She runs the "'I"'no... .,. .. "
period a day. Students from 7
tary schools visit the planetaril1ID.

OIOlrr1,On,,_

That's all this time to write with intere:stirl£
and/or requests.

National Workshop on Teaching
in Grades 3-1
June 26 & 27, 1994
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
The Universe in the Classroom, a national workshop on "'' -' ' . . . . . . ,. . . . .
astronomy in grades 3 - 12, will be held on Sunday
June 26 & 27, 1994, at Northern Arizona
Arizona. The workshop is part of the 106th Annual Meeting
Astronomical Society of the Pacific. Credit will
available
pants through the University for an extra fee.
The workshop will include a wide range of . . . ~ . .
activities, samplings of the best teaching resources, . . .
talks on recent developments in astronomy,
an
observing session. Carl Sagan, noted SCientist, author,
will give a public lecture on Monday
will receive extensive written resource materials
will be separate sessions for upper level and lower level "'. . .
ers, and no background in astronomy will be required.
For registration materials and more information, write to:

JlJO;.

'Ul.U

V'JlJl"' .......... JlJlJl ...,Jl ..............

u.'I,...JlJl.

Astronomical Society of the Pacific
Teachers' Workshop
390 Ashton Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94112
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This issue's books take you from outside
the Earth to inside your head. Many thanks
to the reviewers who took time to
this
information to aU of us: Kenneth ...........,"'v..,
editor of the Journal of the Association of
Astronomy Educators, Joliet, Dlinoisi Steve
Fentress, Strasenburgh Planetarium, Rochester, New York; Robert Hicks, Richmond,
Virginia; John Mosley, Griffith Observatory,
Los Angeles, California

The Space Telescope: A Study of
NASA, Science, Technology and
Politics. by Robert W. Smith,
Cambridge University Press,
1990, ISBN 0-521-26634-3.
Reviewed by Kenneth Carlson, editor, Jour-

nal of the Association of Astronomy Educators,
Joliet, illinois.

(Note: This book was published and reviewed before the Hubble Repair Mission at the
end of last year. It might provide some background information for the questions
lie still asks about the Telescope.)
In the popmar
the Hubble
stands as a monument to the
"'''''U6'U'6 of
a mistake
that could, no, should have been caught.
The
press has portrayed the misthat a
could
have, no would have,
To my mind, the book is mistitled. It
should be called A Study of NASA, Science,
Tecynilogy and PoHticds: Using the HST as
an Example. Beginning with a mini-history
of astronomy with the advent of the telescope, the reader is led through the
HVl.aIltUl€ world of NASA and
Science".
An important point of the book, if not the
central issue, is the transformation of science
in general (and astronomy in particular)
from a personal if not solitary pursuit to the
committee- and study-ridden milieu of government grants and Congressional maneuvering. The views of science before and after
World War II in
illustrate that
point.
The bmk of the book is spent in detailing
the convoluted voyage of the HST from canto actuality. We are led
the

No.1, March 1994

various configuratiQ][1s and mirror sizes as
the
was
from space stato launched
a "jnl(Tlf'-ll'~P
to the form that would be
into space and serviced from the Shuttle. Of
particular interest is the
of the
cost of the HST (or, as it was known in the
early days, the Large Space
(LST) to
'-''-''''6'''''''''' to the
and
to the
ground-based astronomers.
The effects of the Space Shuttle on other
is weB documented So
is the intimate relationship that NASA had
(has) with the various contractors that build
its hardware. A variety of
venues were used. Even
was
brought in to help fix the telescope in the
mass mind, and "leaks" to various IU~4AAJ'UA"
were employed to "spread the word",
Since so much has been made of the role
of Perkins-Elmer in the production of the 2.4
m primary mirror, a great deal of time is
spent in the book on that topic. Author
Smith says that problems had been
at Perkins-Elmer for some time. ,"'~A"""H&;.
the book, the problems were Biblical: one
problem begat another, et al. In
Perkins-Elmer began falling behind schedule
at an ever increasing rate. In fact, the whole
program appears to be one
after
another. It is a tribute to the
of NASA
and the contractors that, in the main, the
problems were solved and the
was
launched. Indeed, the
functions
wen in most respects. Its story, contrary to
many, has many chapters to go.
Since the book ends with the Ch.aU{~n2:,er
disaster and its effect on the
of the
this volume should be viewed as a text
r H..

it.

curren t research.
In another passage,

Reviewed by Robert D.
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color categories. So if our consciousness
allows us to observe the cosmos into being,
who "controls" the universe? Apparently the
answer is ethnocentric a white, European,
western-educated physical scientist.
We tread on dangerous ground by imbuing mathematics with some external reality
beyond the expression of symbols. Darling
finds the cosmic coincidences expressed
through mathematics strongly appealing. He
notes that "different mathematicians in different cultures at different times have invariably come up with the same basic rules and
concepts." Not true. Our European mathematics, now used universally, consists of
shreds and patches that accreted from
Roman numerals, the Babylonian sexagesimal counting system, and didn't even have a
place-value system nor a concept of zero
until introduced by the Arabs.
A preoccupation with symmetry, pattern
and coincidence in numbers continues to be
an idee fixe, confusing cause and effect.
Darling's admirable effort indeed provokes
thought, but the book's poor consideration
of perceptual processes, the history of ideas,
and cross-cultural issues in our evolution
(which only means change, not progress)
leaves one disappointed

Moon Observer Planner 1994,
Phillip Kane, Skywatch Publishing, PO Box 920, Fillmore, CA
93016. $9.95.

Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California
This slim but intense book tens more
than most people will want to know about
the moon's appearance this year. It gives serious moon observers tabular and graphical
information about the moon's lighting conditions so they can figure out, for example,
when Plato will be on the sunrise terminator-and when these conditions will next be
duplicated. This information would be especially helpful to people who want to plan a
series of photographs and who need to know
preCise lighting geometry. Although "over
the head" of the casual observer, it's densely
packed with information and clearly a labor
of love that ardent observers of the moon
will find invaluable.

Discover Planetwatch: A YearRound Guide to the Night Sky with
a Make- Your-Own Planetfmder, by
Clint Hatchett; illustrations by
Brian Sullivan. Hyperion, 1993,
ISBN 1-56282-874-6, paper, $9.95.

[!J
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Reviewed by Steve Fentress, Strasenburgh
Planetarium, Rochester, New York.

Future editions would benefit from
ful revision of some parts with an
logic, practicability and coordination
tures and text. For example, the first
tens the reader to measure the Moon's
tude and azimuth at the same time on
al successive nights, but is unclear about
how to use this information. The instructions for making a solar-system model suggest using a cold-capsule granule to represent
Mars, and idea not likely to be ad.IDD1ted.
adults who don't want kids to think of
as toys.
An illustration in the meteor section
shows a guy watching meteors with binoculars.
DisDespite these and other
cover Planetwatch may serve as an idea book
for amateur astronomers already in command of the basics. And the
willingness to invest in the book provides another piece of evidence of high public interest in
accessible astronomy information. That's
good news for all of us.

This book, subtitled "17 Backyard projects for You and Your kids," presents handson astronomy activities in five sections:
"Tools of the Trade," "Moon, Sun, Stars and
Eclipses," I'The Solar System," liThe Inner
Planets" and liThe Outer Planets". Each project is labeled as basic, intermediate, or
advanced, though the text says "even the
advanced projects are easy."
Examples of the projects: "Time and
record when planets or stars disappear and
reappear as the Moon passes in from of
them" "Plot the Moon's position against the
stars and the ecliptic." "Observe and draw the
moons and Great Red Spot of Jupiter; record
the times they appear in different positions;
try to determine the rotation rate of the
planet and to identify the Galilean moons."
Physically, Discover Planetwatch is attractive. The book's handsome cover and unintimidating size (about eight inches or 20 cm
square) make you want to pick it up. There
are simple gIowin-the-dark star
maps inside the
covers. Brian Sullivan's big penand-ink illustrations give the
book an inviting,
you-can-do-it feel.
--PRODUCTIONS
But when you
start reading closel y, you find
that the projects
PAUL KAPLAN - COMPOSER
require a lot more
determina !ion
than the book's
folksy
style
-ORIGINAL SCORES FOR PLANETARIUM
would lead you
to believe. AlSKY SHOWS AND FILMS
though the back
cover says "This
book has every- PRE-RECORDED MUSIC WITH IN-HOUSE
thing you need to
start your planetPRODUCTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION RIGHTS,
watch, "some of
SUCH AS THE VERY POPULAR COMPACT DISC,
the projects actuall y call for a tele"EARTHTALKII
scope. In several
places the reader
is sent specialized
reference works
(such as the Astronomical Almanac
103 SEVENTH AVENUE" HAWTHORNE, NJ 07506
and the 1935 IAU
201 238-1042 FAX: 201 238-1043
Lunar Atlas) for
crucial information.

C~sc(e
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World's Largest Planetarium
Now Under Construction.
30 meters in diameter, almost 100 feet!
What pro;ector will meet this challenge?

The GOTO GSX SPACE SIMULATOR
Opening in 1 994 in Ehime Prefecture, Japan

GOTO OPTICAL MFG., CO.

Meeting your demands with commitment and service, from planning
to completion
GSX Theaters to date:
1. Life Park Kurashiki Science Center
2. Moriguchi Life Long Educational Center
3. Yokkaichi Museum Planetarium
4. Tama North Region Science Museum
5. Toyama Science & Cultural Center
6. Adachi Children's Culture Center
7. Sumida Cultural Education Center
8. Ehime Prefecture Science Center
9. Kyongbuk Insitute of Science Education
10. Sagamihara Museum
11. Kagawa Museum

GOTD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16, YAZAKICHO FUCHU-SHI TOKYO, 183 JAPAN
TEL: 0423 (62) 5311 FAX: 0423 (61) 9571
TLX: 2832421 GOTOPT J

October 1992
March 1993
Octo ber 1993
December 1993
March 1994
March 1994
October 1994
October 1994
December 1994
July 1995
1995

•

I

under a 10 meter dome co:mr>le1Ce with video

I

The United Nations book A ChtlUenge
translated into
Spanish and should be available soon.
The next AMP AC General
will be
held in conjunction with the llieroamerican
Planetarium Conference in November 1994
at the Rio De Janeiro Planetarium and will be
hosted by Orbis Durval. The host will try to
coordinate the
to coincide with the
November 3rd total solar
Education is stHI

Greetings once again!
News within the regions must have
slowed down prior to, during, and after the
holidays because not a whole lot of information came in for me to print in Regional
Roundup this time. However, many thanks
to those of you who did contribute!
The next deadline for submission of material into Regional Roundup is
8, 1994. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
Only those affiliates that sent reports are
induded in this edition.

The 23rd AMP AC General
was
19-22, 1994 at the Nautical Merchant School's
de Alt. Carlos Maroto
Gaxiola" Planetarium in Mazatlan, Sinaloa,
Mexico. The host for the conference was
Director, Piloto Alvaro R. Hernandez. The
planetarium is equipped with a Zeiss ZKP2
instrument under a 10 meter dome with a
seating
of SO people. The Dj(m(~talrl
urn's primary purpose is teaching Astronomy and Celestial Navigation to the nautical
school cadets as wen as to the local schools
in the community. Conference highlights
induded a tour of the school's training simulators for ship's
control and command center. Side trips to Casa del Marino on
Mazatlan's beautiful Pacific coast for an
astronomical observing session and to
Mazatlan's
were very
n .... u . .l"l.
A trip to the CuHacan Science Center and
Planetarium, which opened in 1993, highlighted Saturday agenda. The new facility
houses a refurbished Zeiss ZKPI instrument
UH....
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The Armagh Planetarium's 1993 Silver
Jubilee year proved to be a very busy one,
with school attendance at their highest levels since it
The
Astrovan Outreach Program was exltrelneJly
popular as was the planetarium's new interactive program "Death of the Dinosaurs,"
which also set new attendance records.
"Death of the Dinosaurs" was written and
produced by the staff of the
Planetarium and was sold to several
around the world Data retrieved from audiences who have seen the show has been used
as a basis for a scientific paper on the
understanding of science.
Work on the 25-acre themed
is now completed and will open in 1994.
The London Planetarium ended 1993 with
two special presentations of "The Christmas
Star" that use a multi-ethnic approach to the
solstice festival. Architects have now been
appointed for the multi-million
refurbishment of the dome and
area
liThe Earth in Space" was the theme of the
recent event for schools. In addition to
Starlab session, various related activities were
organized,
using a Tellurion and a
planisphere, a weather station, and models
demonstrating the use of satellites. The most
Earth on
popular attraction was the
which pupils sat and viewed the different
phases of the Moon. Galileo was in attendance to show the wonders of the
through his tel<~()pe.

The 30th annual GLPA Conference will be
held at the Benedum Natural Science
Theater, Oglebay Resort and Conference
Center in Wheeling, West Virginia, October
26-29, 1994. The conference host will be
Steven Mitch. Conference
is currently underway and additional information
will be forthcoming in the next issue of
Regional Roundup.
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The 1994 GPPA CO]ltel~eflice
Kansas
Missouri, ...........
a
hosts for the conference
and Jim Gilbert. Additionalll..uJ,uAUH",u"-,,,
about the conference will
the next issue.
LV'''' . .

The last meetlrlg
was held in Ferrara,
"Oolumt)ia," the local astroflOIlnicaJ
ciation. The
was held
Museum of Natural Sciences.
session induded talks and
Professor Mario Cavedon, "Itinerant
Activities, Astronomical Labora1:ories
and Mobile
Enrico
the Milan Planetarium; Michele Bona(ii1Ilan
of the Astronomical Association
and Alessandro Penzavelle of the
Cultural Association of Genova.
noon session was dedicated to cnanlges
have occurred within Italian plane'tarjlunls
well as some facilities
Two soundtracks from French
the me1etulg

past years,
Planetarium Ascheraleben, Zeilss~Pjalfletallmn
Herzt>erJg;, and the Museum am ScllO!4~rl)erg
Natur und Umwelt Planetarium,
ac(:eptea the invitation to collaborate

national course
ryoperators
poses the use
observatories
to school groups and

The Middle Atlantic Planetarium
will hold its annual conference
1994 at the SouthworthPlanetarlum,
of Southern Maine,
Hosts for the conference are Pl::me:tal'iUlffi
Gallant and Laura
and Conference LUlJI:,U'''i''l!JUh.
of paper sessions and

n

~"A".> .. ~

and dam bake dinner in a ch,unniI1lg;

Vol.

boatyard restaurant, the MAPS banquet,
which will be held on Great Diamond Island,
a twenty-minute ferry ride out into Casco
Bay, and an optional dO-it-yourself excursion
to the L.L. Bean store in Freeport. Other tantalizing activities include sea kayaking in
Casco Bay and scenic drives along the Maine
coast. The Thursday luncheon speaker will
be Dr. Jerry LaSala, astrophysicist at the
University of Southern Maine. Jerry win talk
about the summer work he does at Goddard
Space Flight Center. The Margaret Noble
Address win be given by Jack Borden,
founder and director of "For Spacious Skies."
The conference hotel will be the Portland
Regency, formerly the old 19th century
armory located within the Old Port section
of Portland The Portland Regency is one of
only 85 historic hotels in the United States.
For additional information on the 1994
MAPS conference, contact: Laura Deines,
Conference Organizer, Southworth Planetarium, 96 Falmouth Street, Portland, ME 04103.
(207) 780-4249 of fax (207) 780-4051.
A new planetarium recently opened at the
Pine-Richland High School, Gibsonia, P A
(just outside of Pittsburgh) which houses a
new Zeiss ZKP3 instrument complete with
PC automation under a 24-foot dome. The
new planetarium, directed by Bob Pilat has
the distinction of being the first of its kind in
the United States.
The Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, New York will hold its 11th Production
Techniques Seminar just after the IPS Conference in Cocoa, Florida so that international
participants can take advantage. The dates
for the seminar are July 17-23, 1994. For information concerning the seminar, contact:
Don Hall, Director, Strasenburgh Planetarium, Rochester Museum and Science Center,
657 East Avenue, Box 1480, Rochester, NY
14603. (716) 271-4552 ext. 400.

damage was assessed, and the pendulum was
removed temporarily. The homes of several
staff members suffered Significant to severe
damage.
David Falk reports that the Los Angeles
Valley College Planetarium in Van Nuys is a
hot contender for the "bent cage award"the cage assembly of their Spitz A3P was
bent and broken during the quake. The college is seeking funds to repair it qUickly.
Jon Elvert of the Lane Educational School
District Planetarium was elected to the office
of PP A President.
The 1993 PP A Conference was held at the
Lane Educational School District Planetarium in Eugene, Oregon last September 29th
through October 2nd. Conference highlights
included talks by Dr. Greg Bothum, Associate
Professor of PhYSiCS, University of Oregon,
41 Astronomy Education with Internet and
CCD," and by Jeff Barnes, Oregon State University, IIMars Exploration: Present and
Future." A field trip to Oregon's magnificent
Crater Lake provided the perfect ending to
the conference.
The 1994 PPA Conference will be a joint
conference with the Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association and will be held at the
Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater and Science
Center in San Diego, Calif., October 13-15.

Rocky Mountain Planetarium
Association (RMPA)
The 1994 RMP A Conference will be held
jointly with PPA, October 13-15, at the
Reuben H. Fleet Space Theater and Science
Center in San Diego, CA.
New officers for RMPA are: President-Bess
Amaral, Robert Goddard Planetarium, Roswen, NM and Secretary ITreasurer-Mickey
Schmidt, Air Force Academy Planeltariuflo..
Colorado Springs, CO.

Pacific Planetarium Association

Southwest Association of
Planetariums (SWAP)

Lonn y Baker is leaving the Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco to accept a full-time
position with the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific as events and education coordinator. Lonny will still be active with PPA, keeping her office as SecretaryITreasurer and her
posi tion on the PP A Board of Directors.
Griffith Observatory came through the
January 17 earthquake with superficial damage throughout (none to the Zeiss planetarium projector or Zeiss telescope). The domed
mural ceiling, however, broke free of the vertical walls around its entire perimeter and
the cornice from which the pendulum hangs
was badly cracked. There was no apparent
damage to the murals themselves, but the
Observatory was closed for five days while

Over 30 SWAP members were in attendance in Oklahoma City last fall for the
IITriple Conjunction." The following committees were appointed by President Mark
Sonntag of the Angelo State University
Planetarium:
The SWAP Awards Committee is to be
chaired by York Clamann (Morgan Jones
Planetarium). Other members of the committee are Dayna Bryant (Kirkpatrick Planetarium), Brad Weldon (Richardson LSD. Planetarium) and Bob Kelley (San Antonio
College Planetarium).
The Nominating Committee is to be
chaired by past president Linda Irby (Science
Place 2 Planetarium). Other members-atlarge are Michael Turner (Qyde Tombaugh
Space Theater) and Joe Guenter (Pomeroy
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Planetarium).
The Guide Lines Committee
chaired by Barbara Baber (Abilene
Math/Physics
Other uu.UU.'..... ill
Donna Favour (Richardson lS.D . .Planetarium), Bow Walker (Hudnall Planeitan.W!l),
Wayne
Planetarium),
The National Planetarium Council
sentative will be Christine Brunello
Harrington
Center).
The 1994 SWAP Conference will
Austin, Texas and will be hosted
Kay Hemenway. Dates will be anrlou.nc€~d
the next issue.

Trek poster and mug. But it's a luxurious
alog to page
filled with UJla.",JIliU.lcent scenery
brain-teasers, chess sets, toys, games,
ties, and remarkable three-dimensional
zle buildings
II's
schwanstein
the cathedrals

again you'n find astronomical and
entries:
posters, Q'lOlw-m-tnE~-a.arK
maps
constellation
crescent moon juggling set, freeze-dried
space snacks from the traditional ice
to the less traditional french fries and

and 4lMr.
and a
chocolate
colored body organ
Iy fetching.
It's another one of those
must be seen to be
you never know when
something renlotelv
you'd like one, write to Br~linlstormSD
Kimball Avenue, Skokie, minois 60076
or call Customer Service at 800-621-7500.
With that, we1l call it a day. Have a
ant spring, and as
... What's New?

those sorts of situations, it usually turns out
that unnoticed variables will
Iy, and without adequate safeguards in
(in the form of rigid, unwavering, sometimes
seemingly over-regimented darkroom procedures) you1l delude yourself into thinkilng-

chemical which is cbem1caLlly U\;;IUU,CUl./:"';U

... while darkroom work doesn't require the
scientist. there are specific procedures and
necessary in developing film which will circumvent
mon problems. I'll explore some of these
because it worked okay before-that uncontrollable forces out their in the universe are
suddenly conspiring against you. Now, let's
get down to business and dissect some of
these messy practices and bad habits.
Dashing into the darkroom between show
presentations, meetings, office work, and
other show-production activities can sometimes tempt us into taking shortcuts in our
film-development procedures. However,
while some shortcuts may acceptable, others
can lead to development problems that the
part-time photographer can't fuHy appreciate without specific instruction. But while
darkroom work doesn't require the expertise
of a rocket scientist, there are specific procedures and techniques that are necessary in
developing film which will circumvent the
most common problems. 111 explore some of
these here, as well as a few finer points of
darkroom work which may be of benefit to
the occasional planetarium darkroom photographer.

it Neat and
Because darkroom chemicals tend to be
relativel y benign (compared with some of
the strong acids and caustics found in chemistry class and industrial laboratories), it's
easy to forget some of the basic rules of the
chemistry-lab when using them. Developers,
bleaches, fixers, et cetera, sometimes seem
like little more than Kool-Aid or soda water
to the novice photographer. In fact, the same
rules of chemistry apply in the darkroom as
in the chemistry lab. Even the smallest
amounts of cross-contamination, from a
uid splash or picked up from a dried chemical deposit on a countertop or piece of darkroom equipment can literally ruin hours of
photographic work. Most often these effects
show up as stains on your film, or as one

But first, a
of good cliches to
remember. These will help get us started
down the road to consistent, professional
results. The Number-l rule of the darkroom,
according to myoId college photography
professor Bob Rowan, is "cleanliness is next
to godliness." Many of the most common
film development problems are the direct
result of messy work habits. Keep a clean
work environment as you go, and a surprising number of darkroom difficulties will
simply evaporate into thin air. For the nonprofessional photographer who's already
dabbled in the darkroom, 1 think the second
rule should be ''bad habits are hard to break."
It's easy when you're in a rush, to take a few
of those insidious shortcuts we mentioned
earHer. Maybe the first several times you'n
get away with it-but sooner or later fate will
catch with you and bite you on the bottom
like a mad dog,
you wondering what
happened "It aU worked okay before," you
blurt out to yourself, IlSO why not now?" In
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be water. Because many darkroom ch4emica!s

are transparent, or
so, it's easy
rush of
and agitating
overlook
what substance got
where and to confuse fixer or np"Iu")'"I'I"V"r urith
water. Before you know it, a
gets on your
and is transferred onto the
as you
it up to
The result
dried chemical spots-or even worse,
which are
embedded
film's emulsion. 1.... "','<11+"'"'1'"
get onto your
pmUlrlg and drainirlg cllernicals, too. Work
to
your
clean as you go
through your work as
or
end up with the same kind of <1eI)Osits
stains on your fHm that we mentioned
earlier.
Believe it or not, there are also
bad ways to dean up chemicals in the
room environment. I've seen some
who'll use a cloth towel to

solutions from countertops and eQl1ipment,
as well as off their hands. As you can
the towel soon becomes a sort of "<1(~POISitC)
ry" for a wild mix of chemical ··<:.£,,11r\··--::II
of mobile-fabric "toxic waste ri.l11nV...•• __::lit"
as far as the film is concerned. Soon, it turns
out that
in the darkroom gets
contaminated with this stuff, and your darkroom becomes the last
in the world
you should process your fHm. Instead of
using a towel in this way, I use a wet sponge
to wipe spills
rinse and squeeze the
sponge under warm water, and repeat on the
spill area a couple of more times. In this way,
both counter and
surfaces stay
and the offending traces of chemicals
are washed down the drain. For my
I
rinse them under the faucet with warm
water each and every time they've become
wet with chemicals (from
or draining), and only after
rinsed
do I
them on my towel. As a result, both
hands and towel stay dean, while the
chemical traces once
go down the
drain.
Have you ever seen those I\:111np1·-<:.I£'HA:T_
motion films of somebody
into a cereal bowl? It's
the number
of tiny liqUid
that rebound out of
the bowl in an
isn't it? Without
adequate precautions, cross-contamination
of chemicals can
occur /'ih'.,.rth,
between containers in the same way. In the
the air
darkroom, the effect is
which bubbles
the light trap in the
film-tank-lid's
a chemical
drain. If you're attentive,
the dozens of tiny chemical
spatter onto your hand and arm out of the
funnel while you pour the chemical from
the tank back into its storage bottle. Sometimes these
can bounce
a ways
out of the funnel, in fact.
What do you suppose
when you
have one or more open containers of your
other chemicals in dose
to your
pouring activity? It only takes one or two
small droplets of fixer or stop bath in a quart
bottle of developer to cause severe contamination, and color chemicals are rrequenuy
even more sensitive to cross-contamination
than the black-and-white
Because of
this, it's a good idea to minimize the effects
of Murphy's Law and divide your darkroom
work-area into "zones" (Figure 1), I do all my
pouring and
over the darkroom
sink-my "wet zone," while I
my other
containers several feet away on the counterafter pourtop (both before and
into those UV'U'~':>h
from, or
what I call the
zone." This nr:~rtir,p
minimizes the chances of chemical dr()D.lets
landing in an open bottle of a dissimilar
chemicaL It's a
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unused eQlliplm€~nt (other
wen away from the immediate film ,....r,"'IIr"""'_
zone. I also
yet another area
Iya countertop or table on the other
the darkroom) as what I call my
This serves as a
to load film onto
the
reels while enmlnanrag
chance of chemical dro'plets t()UchirJlg
or hands
c!e:anup of the darkroom is
tant after each and every
run.
It
takes
of minutes or so to
wash up your
and
down
your work surfaces after
your
film up to
so will ensure that
ou,,,, ..uthin.rr will be dean and uncontaminated the next time you go in to
some
film. Use
of warm or hot water to
rinse off the tanks, lids, reels, beakers, stirrers,
et cetera, as the
film of
darkroom chemicals like to
to
aU these surfaces. And flush lots of water
thl'ough the film-tank-Hd's
well
as your funnel. The last
get
else
yournextpf()c~~ing

taminated your
anyway it
tacted some bits of dried-out fixer
thr~DU2:h the tank lid
the way, I make sure to rinse out
nel
each chemical
drain. This serves to reduce the amount of
.~w·rv.-n~'PF·intothenextsolutllon,

chemical exhaustion.

Another common "1I"£"\hl,,,,,",,,
room involves the Inr"vouH·'U
to nODular

forth. Kodak
out a useful pulblh:atilon
caned the Black and White

lives of six months or less
the particl1!al

(d€~pendilng

unused in

which are used from their containers
will have shelf-lives
consilderal:>J.y shorter than thissays around a month or less.
I remember
a darkroom workat a pJ;ame:tar'imD conference a few years
ago, in which the
instructor was
asked how
he used his fixer
about a
was the
at the answer, I
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spec.

For shelf-live (lonmE'vitv) the basic rule of
thumb is to dump most chemicals after one
month (check the data sheet for the shelfHfe
of specific chemicals) if any solution has
been permanently removed for use, or if any
of the solution has been used and poured
back-which exposes the solution to fresh
oxygen. This guideline is independent of the
number of roBs
in the solution-so
if you've reached the specified shelf life since
mixing the chemical(s), but have still processed only a fraction of the specified limit,
you still must dispose of the solution(s) to be
safe. On the
this
sounds
way to ensure that
your chemicals provide good, reliable, consistent results. If you're cost-or environmentally-conscious (shouldn't we all be
now?), and don't
film often enough
to use up chemicals before they reach their
delpletioln spec (number of rons processed),
try dividing the solution up into smaller
containers after mixing them, so some of the
chemical (that in the full, unopened bottles)
will stay fresh beyond the used, or less-thanfull-bottle time limit. And always remember
to record the mix-date and number of rolls
processed-to-date on your containers.
While we're on the subject of chemical
depletion, there's something else to keep in
mind. Some of the newer black-and-white
films which use dye-layer technology (such
as Kodak T-Max and Technical Pan) can
deplete some darkroom chemicals at a faster
rate than the more traditional films. If you
use any of the these modern film types,
you'll need to factor this into your depletion
calculations. Refer to some of the darkroom
references available from a pro-grade photo
in your area for specific guidelines on
this.
One other way to monitor the state of
your chemicals is to periodically check them
through visual
You can do this
by pouring a bit of each solution into a clear
drinking glass, or glass beaker. Black-andwhite chemicals are easy to monitor in this
way. Most black-and-white film np'[7pIAnPN
should have a clear or golden-transparent
appearance. Kodak indicator stop bath
(which has a special chemical additive
which will turn dark when the active
dient is exhausted), on the other hand,
should be transparent-orange. Black-andwhite film fixers should remain clearexcept when first mixed, when some retain a
slightly cloud appearance for an hour or two.
Fixer-eliminator solutions (we'll look at
these more closely later) should be clear also.
If at any time a solution takes on a milky or
darkened appearance, or has solid 1"\r,:>rtnt_
tates or particles in it, that is a dead giveaway
that you should diSpose of it. Additionally,
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in the case of fixers, you can use a
indicator solution available
camera
stores which can check for sWl1eI'-cc)mpound
saturation.
you can
two or
three
of this indicator into the fixer,
and if a milky cloud appears, the fixer is saturated and must be discarded This test won't
tell you if the fixer is
from oxidation exhaustion, but it is one more way to
ensure that your chemical
is safe
for use.
Color darkroom cherrlic;lls, such as those
come with very
used to process slide
HArICTAuii-u slJeC:s-incjU(linlg time-corrections for used solutions. Don't waiver
from these
or you11 run the
risk of photographic disaster!
the way,
as
processing your own slides isn't
formidable as you might think-as
as
you foHow the instructions-nor does it
lots of
to do a
decent job of it, either. Though several companies make elaborate water-bath temperature controllers for color-film pf()c€~ssing
costing hundreds of dollars, you can do nearly as wen using an insulated
chest, a small aquarium
mersible water pump. I always liked processing my own sUdes, as it
takes less
time than running the film down to the
costs a lot less, and you can find out within a
half-hour or so whether
needs
reshooting.)
Pr()CE~SSllna

For

PIIOII"nt'jI!:llll"llllOlI"IllI"'lIO

Earlier I eluded to the fact that bad chemicals might provide
results in your pr100essea
then deteriorate over time. This same scenario can also occur with poor prc)C(~ssjng
chemicals.
n .. '~rt·.r.",~ can even lead to more
pf()blemls, such as mottled stainThe IOlI.owmsr gui,delilnes

-Use aaelquate ~ritaltion
daU y at the start of a chemical step.
tation here displaces any traces of the
ous chemical step away for the film and
motes rapid saturation of the next chemical
into the film emulsion. Poor initial agitatilon
often leads to staining, caused
traces of
two dissimilar chemicals in
tion at the film surfaces Sil1l1U1taIleC)usJly
can create detrimental reactions in the emulsion, leading to the discoloration.

times

all chemical

film in certain chemical
onCHIalng stop bath and fixer) for inadequate or ex,ag~~erated
make images chlemicaHy
sure to adhere
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difficult, p ...... n .. ~u~,
darkroom tec.Mi,clan.
trast films such as KodaUth
of this pnl~n(]lm(~nOn,

films, both black-and-white and color, are
quite vulnerable to it. Initially, the causes of
these tonal irregularities can be tough to
understand, primarily because they are due
to unseen physical forces inside the film
tank. If you've ever encountered such
anomalies in the darkroom, the next few
paragraphs may be of some help.

An Agitating

S;v.,,\oIP·iiolll''II'lI!!I

First, let me again travel back briefly to
my spring '79 photography class. Even now, I
vividly remember frustrated (and sometimes
as project deadlines approached, even tearyeyed) students exiting their film-developing
rooms with rolls of film in various stages of
ruination, desperately seeking advice from
the lab instructors. 41WeH, it looks like you've
got 'surge' here," would be the response in
some cases, while sometimes the diagnosis
would be, "I think you've got a case of
'underagitation'." Most often, the stated remedy would be, IITry changing your method
of agitation." In my case, this scenario happened over and over again, and while the
patterns of tonal irregularity would change
somewhat from attempt to attempt, the
problems would never disappear. This went

Figure 2
on to the point that I finally retorted at the
lab instructor, "Change my agitation to
what! I've tried everything in the book!"
You see, all the instruction on this subject
of agitation was extremely vague, general,
and unscientific in nature-both from the
live human instructors and from the photography textbook. It was always, "Try doing it
this way," or "Bob agitates his film this way
and Cameron does it that way," or "It just
works differently for different people"-but
there was never any explanation as to why a
particular procedure would have a particular
result. Being a real advocate of scientific
cause and effect, this all sounded like a
tremendous pile of voodoo witch-doctory to
me! "This is very unSCientific," I kept telling
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myself, all the while continuing to get variations on the
same film
In
it
wasn't until a
of
years later that I began to
understand the subtle nature
of the tonal-irregularity phenomenon.
There are basically two
reasons that agitation is used
when processing film. The
first is to speed up the chemical process-in this case, agitation serves as a physical
catalyst. This is what happens during the "initial agitation" in a chemical step,
and promotes the initial saturation of that chemical
into the film's emulsion
layer. This "catalytic" action
is also used during the "continuous
tion" of the water-rinse steps to
scrub
excess solution from the previous chemical
for
step off the film's surfaces, in
the subsequent step.
The second reason for agitation is to
the chemical solution evenly mixed with
any of the
which are released from the
film's emulsion layer
chemical reactions. For instance, if the film is left unagitated for a significant
while in the developer step,
silver compounds are released from the emulsion
only to
themselves as
faU down
along the surfaces of the
film. This
can
cause tonal
in
the form of transverse streaking across the
and
is classically referred to as
"bromide ........~~'" <symptom of "underagitation"
While agitating the film
adequately will eliminate
this
there's also a
caveat that must be
observed-PlDon't
tate." Unfortunately, overagitation can be a most elusive phenomenon to understand, especially since the
term is a bit of a misnomer
to start with. Overagitation
isn't
a condition of
agitated too vh!:orc)UsIy-otherwise the film simply would be overdeveloped, but still would have
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uniform tonal characteristics.
effects are the result
zones on the fllrnst:rip

lUI"

....JO;.,.U4LAU'U

film. If an agH:atic)fl te~rnliQtle
promotes this excl.ggerated
the
holes

Vol.

."",au.,

action, the more pronounced the "surge"
(Figure 4). On negative films, surge often
appears as darker or high-density III oops" or
"bubbles" along the edges of the images adjacent to the sprocket holes. In fact, these
"bubbles" will most often approximate the
same spacing as the sprocket holes themselves. On positive films, such as color slides,
the bubbles will appear lighter than the surrounding tones.
The main consideration in lessening the
effects of surge is to (1) minimize any flow
around film edges or through the sprocket holes,
while (2) promoting uniform flow parallel to
the surfaces of the emulsion (Figure 5).
Unfortunately, it's darned-near impossible to
know precisely how the solution will move
and flow throughout the entire tank, especially given the complexities introduced by
multiple concentric film winds and hundreds of sprocket holes. But some logic can
be applied which wiH identify the worst
manifestations of this phenomenon.
I've found that one of the worst methods

Figure 6

of agitation is to invert the
film tank by rotating it
around an axis drawn horithrough the center of the tank (Figure 6).
This promotes a high tendency for fluid to flow
across the diameter of the
tank at the top and bottom
and through sprocket
holes. The flow .through
the sprocket holes can be
I~ento
down the
road in a vehicle with its
windscreen removedeven the slightest forward
motion of the car win
blow a wind in your face.
On the other hand,
rotating the tank around
its vertical axis works quite
a bit better (Figure 7),
although anything more than a slow
(about half-a-turn in three or four seconds)
can create a more uniform "edge strip" of
surge alongside the sprocket holes
8).
I suppose that this surge
pattern is caused by the
relative flow of solution
which is parallel to the
line of sprocket holes, and
is similar to feeling an air
flow while sitting in a
moving vehicle with a
side window rolled down.
As long as the vehicle's
speed is very slow, there is
very litde air flow, but as
speed increases, the air
flow becomes appreciable,
particularly for anyone
si tting in the back of the
car.
Still, in the interest of
variety, some darkroom
devotees advocate an agitation method
incorporating several motions in ,. ....,......,~~
tion with each other-shaking the tank upand-down "pogo-style," turning the tank on
its side and rolling it along the cOlm1:er1:op
like a wheel, and pushing it back-and-forth
along the countertop right-side up. This theory seems to be based upon the notion that
mixing up the range of motions will eventually cause the various surge patterns to cancel themselves out-but I've had abs.ohltellv
no luck with this method.
Kodak has done some research over the
past several years on the issue of surge in rollfilm tank processing and has conduded that
perhaps the best way to develop film (with
the tank's lid on) is to invert the tank in an
arcing motion (Figure 9). This technique,
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same sort of cross-currents encountered
when
the tank
its horizontal axis. Kodak recommends,
ever, that the best way to minimize
when
roll film is to
with the lid off
out until

lift and rotate the reel(s)
a
ciallifter rod or stick
to) available
from pr()fe5:sional

plaJnetari.ms should
now). This
method mimics somewhat the kind of fluid
flow that the film encounters when
m8lCnm€~-prOCC~SSE~d and
eliminates
cmnplex cross-flows and current eddies
around the film winds that are inevitable
when the tank itself is moved.
minimize the
Another way to
of surge is to use tanks with
Most of these reels (unlike the classic
have
support
less-steel
rals that are wide
to almost

/
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soapy solution
down in a smooth
than bealdirlg
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bottle for later re-use. Just make
like your other
you mcmt:tor
solution and
it before it aet:eri,orates.

pletel y cover the
holes when the
film is loaded This blocks much of the crossflow of solution that takes
with stainless-steel reels. And of course
the
choice, most people find the plastic reels
much easier to load in the dark. The drawback to using these reels and tanks is that
do reqUire larger volumes of solution to
cover the same number of film roBs in the
tank than stainless steel. Also, unlike stainless
steel, these reels must be perfectly dry before
loading them with film, as the filmstrip will
stick to the plastic spirals as it is pulled in
toward the hub during loading. Since the
stainless-steel
is loaded differently, it
doesn't have this problem, so you can make
multiple back-to-back
runs without worrying whether the reels are absolutely bone-dry. I suppose everything's a tradeoff.

the wet film and lead to the same result.
A better alternative is to use what is referred-to in some circles as a "U1,,,,tt·i;nCT
(though one could argue that it would make
a lot more sense to call it a
agent"),
such as Kodak Photo-Flo. This is a slightly

an::h~le(l-

lowed
we
a bonfire at the
lake. As darkness oe!)Ceno,oo,
Celestron CB. The many
who
there with us that
fascinated
the tpl,p.IQIf'nr,p
lake with the '"'''''ii'''''''
U.u.V .... "'-H

continue to
The next
whatever we
scope for them,
of
value to
who had been
us. Celestron International was int,ere:stfxi
in
on this
and nrrnnril'n
Classic CB
at
for
we had collectedl
In January 1993, after at1terHl1n~
American Astronomical Meeting
Phoenix, Von Del Chamberlain
ported the
northward for
talion. The ceremony was at the
Museum and Culture Center at the
Comnluflity ...... VAll.:;"'.::. For the unveilin,g:,
teles4::!0}:>e was covered with a
decorated with the Navajo
Needless to

The last challenge when processing your
film is to dry it without water spots.
Although the use of special film squeegees
has been a widely-used practice for years,
doing so can be potentially damaging to
your film. This can happen if the rubber
blades of the squeegee aren't perfectly clean.
In such an event, as the instrument is run
down the filmstrip
particles of dust can
make long scratches through your images.
Even if you dean the squeegee, it's possible
that airborne dust particles can settle on it or
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If you know of an IPS AAJI. ..., .................. who rI""JI111c,nCO to be a Fellow,
.L

nominate

Phyllis Pitluga
Award's Chairperson
The Adler Planetarium
1300 South Lake
Chicago, Illinois 60605, USA
The qualifications are:
1.

Continuous active membership in good standing in the

at least ten

or
2.

Continuous active membership in good standing in the
and substantial contributions in at least two of the following
a serving IPS in an elective office, diligent and devoted committee
organization of conference meetings.
b. relevant and significant publications, and/or rnlnh),r.oT"'Iro. n1"4"'('o.·nt~~tlr.... n('
c. cooperation with professional societies,
attention to the importance of planetariums' existence
d
development of new methods and
in
'U'Li......... A.A.L.'........ 'U'.IlJl ...

of

Abraham/James H.
Allen, Robert
Baber, Barbara
Back, Mariana
Baker, Lonny
Ballantyne, Robert].
Batch, David
Becker, Katherine
Bell,John
Bishop, Jeanne E.
Blain, Auray (R)
Broman, Lars
Calvird, H. Rich (R)
Campbell, Paul B.
Carlson, Gary A
Carr, Claire
Carr, Everett Q. (D)
Chamberlain,Joseph M. (R)
Chamberlain, Von Del
Clarke, Thomas
Cotton,John
DeVore, Edna
Dietrich, Bruce L.
Doyle, RobertJ.
Dumas/Jacques A.
Dundee, David A
Dunn/JackA
Elvert,Jon
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International

(as of 1992 Meeting)

Engle, Paul R. (D)
Fairman, Rita
Friedman, AlanJ.
Friedman, Francis
Goering, Keith
Groce, Philip R
Hagar, Charles F.
Hall, Donald S.
Hamilton, George (R)
Harber, Hubert
Hare/John
Hastings,Jane Geohegan
Hemann, Charles
Hennig, Lee Ann
Hicks,John
Hocking, Thomas
Hoffman, David (R)
Hooks/James A.
Hutton, Michael
Johnson, Keith
King, Henry C (R)
Kinsella, Bill
Knapp, Donald
Knappenberger, Paul
Koonce, Eloise
Lazader, William
Levine, Mark J.
Lowry, William H.
Mallon, Gerald L. (D)

Marchi, Jordan D., II
McGregor, Ian
Melenbrink, Eric
Mitch, Steven
Mosley, John E.
Munuz, Gabriel
Murtagh, Terence
Pabon, Tony
Pasachoff, Jay
Richard A.
Peters" William T.
Petersen, Carolyn Collins
Petersen, Mark C
Pierce, Donna
Pitluga, Phyllis
Pogue,John A.
Reed, George
Reede, Roger J.
Russo, Steven
Ryan, Michael
Schafer, Sheldon
Seltzer, Allen
Sharrah, Paul C
Simopoulos, Dennis P.
Smith, Daniel D.
Snow/Bryan
Sonntag, Dr. Mark
Sperling, Norman
Starr, Eileen
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Stec, Thomas
Storch, Samuel
Stutz, Fred
Summers, Caroyln
''''.... .,rh'',rl Walter (R)

Zimmermann, R Erik

Walter Bauersfeld
Von Del Chamberlain
Alan Friedman
Ronald Hartmann
Mark Littmann
Ian McLennan
Armand
Walter Tenschert
(R)RETIRED
(D) DECEASED

Hastings
Thomas jefferson
Planetarium
4100
Grace
Richmond,
Recently, I had a conversation with Sheri
Trbovich of the Hansen Planetarium in Salt
Lake City. Among many other matters of
interest to planetarians, we thought that
maybe the theme for an upcoming IPS conference should be: "Will the planetarium survive?" Survive what? Well, how about
Omnimax films, or virtual reality? It's a worrisome thing.
I decided to do some IIscientific research"
on the possibility that our beloved planetarium, our LIVELIHOOD, could be a dinosaur. I
haven't completed my study, but here are
some preliminary results:
1) From three letters to TJ. Planetarium
from some 5th graders:
a) "You told the class to look in the sky
to find the stars that we had learned
about. That same night I find the Big
Dipper."
b) "I hope if we go back to the planetarium we could bring a notebook to
learn more about the sun."
c) "I'm glad I came to the Planetarium. I
learned a lot because I used the map
you gaved us to find the stars. I found
the Big Dipper and the Great Square
of Pegasus. The map helped me a lot."
2) Jane Hastings:" Thank you for bringing
your class to the planetarium."
Teacher: That was an excellent lesson.
You know, when I told the other teachers in
my school that I was coming to the planetarium today, they were really jealous.
Everyone at my school loves to come to
your lessons. The students learn a lot, and I
learn a lot!"
3) In a recent planetarium discussion
with some 4th grade students about the
moon, we used our imagination to see "creatures" or shapes" or "whatevers" while concentrating on the dark places of the moon.
The discussion shifted to the idea that the
moon doesn't always look full.
The teacher of the class, eager to participate in the discussion, said, When the
moon changes the way it looks, that is called
the phases of the moon. The phases are called
first quarter, second quarter, third quarter
and fun."
Before I could take over again, she added:
II

II

/I
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"The phases of the moon
because we
see the moon from different sides of the
earth."
What should I do? It seems to be unusual
to find elementary teachers who are so eager
to teach about liSp ace things" to kids, so I
shouldn't discourage anyone who tries. On
the other hand, SHE imagines that all
happen simultaneously, and are seen differently by people on the day or night side of
the earth. Her explanation, as wen as the
names commonly used for the phases, was
dead wrong.
As a natural progression of the planned
lesson, the topiC changed to other things,
thank goodness. But I kept thinking I "What
should I do?"
I couldn't let it go. After the lesson, as I
walked with the class to the bus, I took the
teacher aside, and as gently as I could, tried to
explain the phases of the moon. I hope I did
not discourage her from attempting to help
kids learn about the moon; that's the last
thing I want to do.
That's my research. Doesn't look very
academic, you say? Wen, take another look.
I've been thinking about my conversation
with Sheri a lot. In fact, I could worry about
it a lot. But I don't have time; I'm too
surviving!
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- the GREMLINS put another
sequence in a show at Davis Planetarium,

downward and read : "This

Overheard:
- Lisa LaFur, Planetarian from Memphis,
Tennessee: "Don't you wish, just once, that
students would be more excited about coming to the planetarium than they are about
going to the Chuck-E-Cheese
after the show?"
- Aaron Spurr, Planetarian from University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls:
goal, before I retire from the plametarlmn
business is to get through a show with a
number of elderly people and have them an
stay awake until the end!"
- Mark Petersen, of Loch Ness Productions in Boulder, Colorado, while commiserating with Aaron (above) in his
says
that Von Del Chamberlain of the Hansen
Planetarium in Salt Lake City has a solution
for the situation of an elderly person
asleep in a planetarium show and then
beginning to SNORE loudly. Von Del would
point out Leo the Lion in the sky at such
times and then would say, Why, if you listen very carefully, you can even hear him
roar ._"
- "It had to happen," said Planetarian
Anthony Ortega of the University Of California in Santa Clara, "in a constellation identification at the end of a show, a student made
a VELOCIRAPTOR (a la Jurassic Park) out of
Perseus and Cassiopeia!"
- At the peak of August's Perseid meteor
II
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Our POLYCHROMATIC ACOUSTO OPTIC
• Modulates up to 8
wa1lele~ simultaneously
Ar+ fKr+ lasen

use

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
D1GISTAR® is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

